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First annual Tiger team
tennis match at
Spanos Center Saturday
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Last week to submit
applications for the position
of 1982-83 Pacifican
Editor-in-Chief
(Due March 26)

KUOP plans major move of transmitter to
enlarge audience to 1,000,000 people
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ipproximately 175 people crowded into Stockton's oldest bar. The Shamrock, built in
1910. The bar is a converted barn that is known for its green draft beer, its upside-down
ign, wild times, and classic location at 602 E. Market in south Stockton. The Shamrock is a
avorite "watering hole" for UOP students.
___

Social head's pay hiked
in ASUOP closed meeting
By Deborah Britton
Staff Writer

The ASUOP board of super
iors approved a salary increase of
>25 for the current social director at
closed session Tuesday night.
When the agenda topic dealing
ith the salary increase was arrived
• the Chair, ASUOP Vice-President
Stanley declared an executive
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Eight University of the Pacific
professors have recommended that
the university rescind its decision to
let faculty members go, and stop
spending money on athletic programs
that continue to lose money.
In an effort to make university
faculty aware of the administration's
plan to increase the faculty student
ratio, the American Association of
University Professors, UOP chapter,
began circulating a memorandum last
week.
The eight-member executive
board of UOP's AAUP chapter, a
professional organization that has
nationalized fair policy and practice
standards in universities, found out
about the idea to reduce faculty in the
minutes of Long Range Planning and
Budget Committee's Jan. 19 meeting.
The AAUP's stand is that the
university, in the event of a major
financial problem, should cut back
on "all non-academic programs
which are not financially selfsustaining," such as athletics.
"If we're losing a real substan
tial amount of money, say on foot
ball, and we're going to fire faculty
and keep a losing football program,
our sense is somehow or other the
priorities are mixed up at this univer
sity," said Herb Reineit, apember of
the executive board. "And what we
think is, that there ought to be a
clear-cut statement from the ad

requested the salary increase in a let
ter presented to the Board. His main
reason for the increase was that the
social director puts in over 20 hours a
week, which is double of any other
ASUOP director.
The board approved the request
for the new salary of $1,875.00 for
the current social director Steve
Alexander.
During the meeting, the board
also approved an amendment to the
rules of procedure concerning the
functions of the Chair.
The
amendment basically
'states that the Chair cannot express
any opinions or comments which do
not relate to the matters of procedure
of the board. If the Chair wishes to
do this, they must turn over the gaxel
and the Chamber of Commerce.
to the Acting Chair.
Students are placed in positions
The ASUOP Board
See Editorial on page 2.
relating either to their major or a
B.O.S. rules.
career field of interest.
Dr. Les
Bradley, a faculty advisor for many
of the mass media co-ops, notes that
these co-ops provide valuable studio
experience for students which is not
available on campus.
The co-op enables a student to
have a much better idea of what he or
By Laura Kuhn
show weaknesses and strengths.
she wants to do after graduation
Philosophy professor Herbert R.
Staff
Writer
because of the exploration of career
Reineit described the COPA
alternatives.
According to Linda
Course evaluations done by the evaluations as "positive and help
Johnson, director of the Cooperative
ful." (Reineit feels that "it is impor
College
of the Pacific Association,
Education department, some students
COPA, are receiving mixed response tant for students to have the infor
change their minds when they find
mation."
out the realities of the job, while from C.O.P. professors.
Many members of the C.O.P.
According to COPA President
others return wanting more experience.
faculty have expressed the view that
Beth Norman, many professors
refuse to be evaluated because they the evaluations could possible be
Mary Peppers, a senior English
handled in a bettdr way. Professor
feel
questions are "biased" and
major at UOP, has done co-ops in all
Reineit commented that for many of
"don't
address
their
particular
three areas of the mass media. She
the faculty "it is difficult to be
classes."
started out as a summer intern for her
evaluated and have it published
Professor Walton A. Raitt,
hometown newspaper, which sparked
publicly."
chairman
of
the
political
science
her interest. Before deciding for sure
Acting chairman of the English
department,
commented
that
the
that newspaper journalism was her
department, professor Charles Clerc,
evaluations
are
a
"big
bluff"
and
are
field she decided to try other areas of
stated that the evaluations are
"based on popularity."
the mass media. She then worked as
"almost entirely fair" and are of
The chairman of the history
an intern for KXTV, Channel 10, in
"particular value for beginning in
department,
Professor
Erling
A.
Sacramento, where she was involved
structors."
Erickson, noted that many of the
in reporting, writing, and producing.
Beth, Norman, who is hoping for
C.O.P. faculty don't participate
Finally, to round out her experiences,
a higher number of participating
because "generally they don't think
she decided to try the third cog in the
professors this spring, noted that
it's a very good evaluation."
mass media wheel...radio.
"the program is only as good as the
There are some members of the
Johnson says that even if a
people involved."
C.O.P. faculty who highly favor the
student finds out that he doesn't en
She added that the purpose of
COPA program, however, Professor
joy the field, the student feels that the
Clifford Kelly of the communications. the evaluations is to "inform students
experience was worthwhile. "Even
of student opinion of a class. It's an
department feels the evaluations are
though they may find out they don't
evaluation
of, by, and for students
"a good idea."
He adds that
only,"
she
explained.
"teacher
evaluations
are
necessary
to
(See CO-OP, page 6)

ministration as to what those
priorities are. Our feeling is students
are here to get an education, not to
watch football games.
"For no other reason than
morale, you need to make it clear
what our priorities are, and how are
we in fact acting on them," said
Gwenn Browne, an executive board
member. "And everything that we
see around us tells us that their num
ber-one priority is their damned
athletic program. I think it is uncon
scionable that this university built
that athletic facility (Spanos Center)
with the dire need it has for a
library."
In building the Spanos Center, the
university went six million dollars
over budget, according to Browne.
"With the campaign that they
launched to get 1A status in tne
NCAA for football and basketball,
they're willing to sit right here and tell
the Stockton Record, 'Well if we need
to put in more seats in the stadium to
qualify, we'll put in more seats.'
"They have indicated that
they're willing to do anything, and
that means financially, that's
necessary to keep athletic competition
at that level. That's a long way away
from any kind of financial problem
that would warrant cutting back
faculty," said Browne.
According to AAUP guidelines,
which have been^adopted by the
university, the only way to fire
tenured faculty is in states of finan
cial exigency. Financial exigency is
defined by the AAUP as "an im

minent financial crisis which
threatens the survival of the in
stitution as a whole, and which can
not be alleviated by less drastic
means."
UOP is not close to that state
yet, but reducing faculty is part of the
administration's solution to cutting
costs.

"But what is troubling to me,
and I think to the board, is the feeling
that they're talking about reducing
faculty before they really seriously
look at what other alternatives there
might be," said Reineit.
According to Reineit, he believes
the university will just stop hiring. "I
do believe that they would prefer to
solve the problem as much as they can
if there is a problem, by retirement,"
he says, "by people who leave and
not rehiring."
"This reduction does not apply
to certain departments or schools,
namely communication arts, and
business, and probably engineering
because they're all overenrolled,"
said Robert Blaney, another executive
board member. "We have a member
retiring in two years, and they
probably won't let us replace him,
although he's in a critical field.
"The other concern we have is
that if faculty are discharged it will be
those that are non-tenured, and
sometimes your creative new people
are the ones that don't have tenure,"
continued Blaney.

(See PROFS, page 4)

session. At that time she insisted that
all non-voting members of the board,
including members of the press would
have to leave immediately.
The reason behind calling the
executive session was that all issues
and discussions involving salary in
creases are considered personal and
should be closed to the general
student body.
. ASUOP President Joe Hartley

£o-op program offers
valuable experiences
By Bobi Bloom
Staff Writer

"Minimum two years experience
"Immediate opening for
Person who has had experience in
—"
"Salary commensurate
"'h experience."
To almost anyone looking for a
lb.
this is both a familiar and
Abating sight. The job sounds
'^t, you know that you would be
,°d at it, and you have your
^e-.-but you have just spent four
?,rs
your life being a full-time
, ege student, how were you to get
*Derience" at the same time?

!1uired."

The answer to this Catch-22
Ration is the Cooperative
'cation program here at Pacific.
Co-op program enables students
ujet professional, practical exlence related to their major or to
ential career fields.
The co-op not
8ives the student experience, but
1 gives a student the opportunity
telate practical and theoretica
j^8 situations.
f
Co-ops are offered in all areas o
y" liberal arts, business, and the
Si
The School of Engineering
t! ts
! own co-op program as well,
ents interested in pre-law or
Lament might do internships
V awyers or public defender .
Creations majors have several
•J'0rtunities with television statl°n *
litj0 Nations, and newspapers,
^"lly. internships
" \banks, dentists, stockbrokers,
San Joaquin Arts Commission,

k

COPA faculty evaluations 'biased';
not well-received by Pacific professors

*

The COPA course evaluations
are done on a voluntary basis. COPA
is sending out letters this week to all
COP faculty, informing them of the
evaluations that will take place the
week of May 3-7. Each professor will
decide on an individual basis whether

or not he or she wants a course to be
evaluated.
The class evaluations for the
1981 fall semester will "hopefully be,
done before registration," according

(See EVALUATIONS, page 4)

ASUOP self-study
near final approval
By Rosanne Siino
Staff Writer

Self-study committee members
have generally positive feelings about
the ASUOP self-study report they
have worked on since last November
and which should reach final ap
proval this Friday.
"We haven't much worried that
the recommendations of the report
won't be approved by the whole
committee," Beth Norman of the
Constituent Schools subcommittee
said. "The first half of the report
was approved last Friday, and people
seem satisfied with it."

The self-study was an idea con
ceived last spring by ASUOP
President Joe Hartley as a way to im
prove efficiency and management in
ASUOP. A committee was formed to
study four main areas:
the im
provement of ASUOP programs and
services; the restructuring of
ASUOP; the relationship of ASUOP
with constituent schools and The
Pacifican; and the role of ASUOP in
supporting campus clubs and
organizations.
"I saw a glaring need to analyze
ASUOP in-depth," Hartley said.

(See SELF-STUDY, page 6)
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EDITORIAL

Letters to the Editor
Pro-abortion editorial was "ill-informed, misleading"

W. PRESIDENT,,,WNT VOU UNDERSTAND ? THIS IS REAL..
"THIS IS ACIUACLY HAPPENING,.. WE CAN'TCHAN&E THE SCRIPT;,,

VP change good idea
The board of supervisors over
whelmingly passed an amendment Tuesday,
that radically alters the functions of the chair
(ASUOP
vice
president)
of
the
board. The Pacifican would like to ap
plaud the board on the passage of this amenment, which is divided into four parts.
•The chair may no longer make personal
comments or inject opinions into the
discussions at the meetings. If the board feels
the chair is inserting personal comments, it
may challenge the chair's remarks, and a Vs
vote of quorum present will add into the
minutes the point of order against the chair.
•The chair shall no longer be placed on
the speakers list.
•The chair may now submit written
opinions to the board.
•If the chair feels the need to participate
in a discussion, then he/she may relinquish
the gavel to the acting chair for the duration
of the agenda item.
This amendment enables the chair to do
the job it was created to do: running the
board efficiently and smoothly. Previously,

the chair could influence other board mem
bers by inserting personal comments. The
chair could also influence other members by
receiving a turn to speak on the speakers list.
Granted, the chair could only speak as a con
cerned constituent, but most members were
still influenced by the chair's title. The chair
can now concentrate on the procedures of the
meeting.
Still the most significant accomplish
ment of the amendment is the granting of
power to the chair to hand over the gavel to
the acting chair. This will be useful when a
conflict of interest arises for the chair and
he/she feels unable to continue running the
meeting objectively. In the past, the chair
could not hand the gavel over, and personal
opinion inevitably appeared. Now, the chair
may step down when he/she feels emotionally
involved to a particular agenda item.
Clearly, the board of supervisors has
come a long way in its short two-years
existence, and this latest amendment in
dicates that the board is definitely heading in
the right direction.

Mandatory COPA review? Yes
This university prides itself on its free
and unfettered flow of information. The
learining is diverse, and varying perspectives
are the order of the day. But amid this
diversity, one premise stands out against all
others: professors must carry with them a
sense of inspiration for their course work that
is acknowledged by their pupils. They must
excite their students to learn, and then they
must serve up palatable dishes of knowledge.
The COPA evaluations provide students
in C.O.P. with an opportunity to find out
whether their teachers do pass this muster.
COPA distributes a questionnaire asking
students their impressions of their professors,
and then prints the results and distributes
them on campus. But professors are not
obliged to allow the COPA people into their
classes, and during the fall of 1980, 53 per
cent of the professors asked, refused to par
ticipate in the evaluation process.
The psychology of that figure is in
triguing. We get the impression that certain
professors in C.O.P. are more than willing to
evaluate the performance of their students.
But the thought of being evaluated produces
withdrawal to devensive statements such as
"the evaluation is a 'big bluff' and a
'popularity contest.'"
In a way, the evaluation is a popularity

OUR POLICY
The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Tuesday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material.
Editorial
comments reflect the views of
the Pacifican editorial board,
unless signed.
Staff members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California 9 5 2 1 1
(209) 946-2114.

contest, since it allows students to compare
the performance of their evaluated professor
against the performance of all the other
professors that they've experienced at UOP.
In this regard, comparing tne relative merits
of two piano concertos for tone, balance, and
meter is also reduceable to a "popularity con
test."
In the end it is the thought of public
evaluation that scares more than a few
tenured professors, who hate the thought of
trifling with student opinion after years of the
same old, familiar slop. But the alternative, a
return to the idea of caveat emptor, let the
buyer beware, is repugnant. Oh sure, some
professors argue that the evaluation has
technical flaws, but these professors—energy
permitting—can take a short stroll over to the
COPA office in Bannister Hall and place a
complaint.
The best option for students would be
simply to make participation in the
evaluation process a requirement for all
C.O.P. faculty. Those who did not par
ticipate twice, for unexcused reasons, would
simply be asked out of the university. This is
harsh punishment, but it is harsh punishment
that is needed now to break the gray wall of
solitude surrounding so many professors in
C.O.P It is diversity that we choose, but it is
quality that we demand.
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Editor:
The inflammatory pro-abortion
editorial of March 12 by K. Bartram
was fraught with ill-informed
misleading rhetoric and demands a
response.
First, the statement that under
the Human Life Statute a woman suf
fering a miscarriage "could be con
victed for manslaughter" is an ab
solute lie! If Mr. Bartram had in fact
read the HLS text, he would have
found that nowhere in the statute
could such a preposterous sup
position be supported. However, the
statement does make exciting copy,
and when in the absence of facts one
must appeal to excited emotionalism
as the sole foundation of one's
argument, then that type of
statement, no matter how blatantly
' false, nonetheless fuels the proabortionist's fire.
In another segment of the
editorial, the writer paints a pathetic
scene of "scared and naive" women
being forced into "coat-hanger abor
tions," should the HLS be enacted.
The fact is, that a number of the legal
abortionists of today were illegal
abortionists prior to the liberalized
abortion decision of 1973. It then
follows that some of these people
would still perform abortions in the
same manner (although illegally) if
abortion were banned in the
future—it is highly unlikely that they
will throw away their quick, efficient
curettes in exchange for a coat
hanger.
Second, Dr. Bernard Nathanson
in the book Aborting America informs
us that a minute percentage of
women died from illegal abortions
prior to 1973 in comparison to the
large numbers published. He admits
that as one of the co-founders of the
National Abortion Rights Action
League (NARAL), he and others
deliberately inflated the true statistics
in order to facilitate passage of
liberalized abortion laws (he has since
abandoned his pro-abortion stance
and is active in Right-to-Life
organizations).

Third, while any deaths resulting
from abortions are regrettable, it is
obscene to weigh the relatively ew
maternal deaths from illegal abortion
over the million-plus prenatal
children killed via "safe, legal abor
tions" yearly.
The editorial goes on to state
that by protecting the civil right to life
of the unborn child, Congress would
be establishing "one religious belief
above all others," and predictably,
Bartram points to the Catholic
church. In fact, abortion is not a
religious, but a civil rights issue, and
the writer does a grave injustice to
countless pro-life Protestants, Jews
and atheists by singling out only the
Catholic Church as having a corner
on respect for the life of the unborn.
Again, Dr. Nathanson in the same
book informs us that the Catholic
Church was specifically targeted by
NARAL in a gesture calculated to
appeal to the deep-seated bigotry of a
significant segment of American
society in a move to unite the public
against the Church, and therefore
FOR abortion (incidentally, the move
proved highly successful, as eviden
ced by the content of Bartram's
editorial).
Regarding the contention that
"no one knows when life begins," I
would quote the Journal of the
California Medical Society, 1970:
"Since the old ethic has not yet
been fully displaced, it has been
necessary to separate the idea of
abortion from the idea of killing,
which continues to be socially
abhorrent. The result has been a
curious avoidance of the scientific
fact, which everyone really knows,
that human life begins at conception
and is continuous whether intr- or ex
tra-uterine, until death.
The very considerable semantic
gymnastics which are required to
rationalize abortion as anything but
the taking of human life would be
ludicrous if they were not often put
forth under socially impeccable
auspices.
It is suggested that this

schizophrenic sort of subterfuge
necessary because while a new erhiJ
,
_ . ""Clt
being accepted, the old one ha*»
yet been rejected."
In light of the facts, I urgey0llt
write your Congressmen and
them to vote in favor of restrictTv
abortion legislation—in favor of lit.6
II
or, Life
I if„ Statute is long 0Vet
"'t
The Human
due, and precious lives are being l0st"
with each wasted moment.
Finally, I find it ironic and
almost amusing that the column
stated that without abortion
America ceases to be the "land of the
free." It is a truly awesome freedom
0111
to be able to i,;ii
kill certain segments of
/vnr population
atirm solely
cnlplv on
tV»a oasis of
our
on the
their "unwantedness." When We
sanction the killing of unwanted
people, we jeopardize the lives of the
retarded, the elderly, and ultimately
ourselves.
I submit that abortion is in fact
the antithesis of freedom
It
'
slavery. It is hatred.

Anti-abortionist looks to Bible
Editor:
I am writing in response to the
editorial on abortion written by Kevin
Bartram. It is quite obvious that
Kevin does not know what God says
about this matter in His Word, the
Bible.
In Psalms 139 verse 13-15 God
tells us exactly when a fetus is a
human being. The world was upset
when six million Jews were killed by
Nazi Germany. Yet the American
people have killed over eight million
babies, and if this country doesn't
repent and turn from their wicked
ways, God is going to judge us and
rightly so.
Sodom is a prime example of
what God did and can do again.
When you get a fly in your home you
kill it, and when you have an unwan
ted baby you terminate it. Let's be
honest. You're killing a human being.
In first Corinthians 6, verses 9-10
it says, "Know ye not that the
unrighteous shall not inherit the
Kingdom of God? Be not deceived:
neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor
adulterers, nor effeminate, nor
abusers of themselves with mankind.
Nor thieves, nor coveters, nor
drunkards, nor revilers, nor extor
tioners, shall inherit the Kingdom of
God. For those who find themselves
in the above categories, read first
John 1, verse 9, and confess it before
God."
,
,
As to separation of Church and

Werner upset
Editor:
We, the residents of Casa Wer
ner, are extremely upset about The
Pacifican's oversight in not placing a
picture of our winning Band Frolic in
The Pacifican's two-page spread.
Werner has been consistently
overlooked in The Pacifican coverage
of campus events: in our victories for
homecoming "novelty division" in
the past three years, and last year's
and this year's first place in Band
Frolic.
We feel we deserved pictures and
better coverage than we received.
These victories promote dorm spirit
towards the university. This spirit is
greatly enhanced
by proper
recognition. We hope that in the
future, Werner's achievements, lead
to an overall feeling of pride and ac
complishment which are important in
maintenance of a positive atmosphere
at this university.
David G. Ticzon
Casa Werner President

state: This country was founded by
people who wanted to worship God in
their own way. Therefore we have no
state church. The government does
not have the right to tell us who and
how we can worship, but we do have
the right to express our feelings when
the government wants to take our tax
dollars to kill babies before they're
born.

A Concerned UOP Parent
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Jennifer A. Chladek
School of Pharmacy

Ms. Chladek,
I find it necessary to refute buti
couple of your points of argument.
First, I did not once "lie" in my
editorial. That a woman could be ''es' emidv governed by t
convicted of manslaughter if „
fees!
those being elec
miscarriage was caused through
iand appointed judg
negligence is an absolute fact, when
b'y either part,
the Human Life Statute is considered '[hout"^tendency
a1
on a technical basis. Obviously, such
a situation is not brought up front in
the actual legislation, but one must
rationalize with what we are given.
The statute would assume that life
begins at conception, and, therefore,
if a woman carrying a child were to
fatally harm it through a negligent
act, she could technically be cited for
manslaughter.
Second, I believe you took to
the defensive a bit too much when the
Church entered into the editorial, lam
sorry that I did not mention any other
religious groups than the Catholic
church, but they were the only
national church organization to
commend the Senate committee's ac
tions through the press. Indeed, I do
realize that people of all walks of lift
have feelings simitar to yours, and I
am sorry if you misunderstood tit) Secretary of State Haig
ally come through with what
point.
Editor jf Pro°f of a Soviet-led Ccr
"erica that is threatening
Sl-C free world- Most of
root ,s now being focused ui
Editor:
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Perkins II
Editor:
I'm writing in regards to your
comments on my letter last week. If
you wouldn't have been in such a
hurry to ridicule my comments about
your improper editorializing, you
could have taken time to read the
papers that you told me to.
In
reference
to
those
"professional" newspapers: the Los
Angeles Times made a policy
statement about the elections in its
Oct. 30, 1980 issue. The Times said,
"We said that we would make endor
sements for president, governor or
senator under exceptional circumstan
ces." In that presidential race, no en
dorsements were made. The New
York Times also refused to endorse a
candidate for the presidency.
While it is true that both papers
did endorse certain local propositions
and candidates, neither paper went so
far as to malign the character of one
candidate to justify their stance. The
answer to the question of whether or
not the papers use their First Amend
ment rights, is sometimes. The point
is that when they do they also use
discretion.
The last comment I want to
make concerns my rights to have my
letter printed in a NEWSpaper. My
first point is that The Pacifican is in
part funded by ASUOP and misuse
of it is news. The second point is that
the letter was addressed to you, and
you chose to put it in.
The last comment leaves the
door open for your discretion to print
this letter or not . I hope that you have
the nerve to do it. I also realize that I
probably won't have the last word as
you might rebutt this letter, but that's
life. I just wanted to let you know
how life really is.
Peter Perkins

Thank
you, Mr. Perkim
been waiting 21 years for someone to
tell me "how life really is."
' " I am
forever inde. ted to you.
Editor
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Senator Orrin Hatch >s onto a
j thing. The Senate Judiciary
1 |f|
jnrnittee offered its approval last
;ek to Senator Hatch's bill with the
kit
r '"Xfri
title of the Human Life
Km i°«K
fderalism
Amendment, better
„.?5
tfwn as S-l 10.
kilfc"
What S-l 10 dares to do is offer
Ml of _
n 'P*rdue / •Unw'
th« liv
,ck to the states that right to
C e*<l«T|y
L
*«% plate the parameters of abortion,
Sere such power was invalidated by
mm •b°nion
, (Supreme Court in Roe vs. Wade
fnre«loni.i5'nfat, f73). If Congress enacts a com•ircd
jhensive statute governing aborl the Hatch provision allows for a
jingling of both state and federal
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The idea behind Hatch's amendent is a grandeloquent one, when
r
r
considers that what this really
ncerns
is the allotment of authority
O'JOf "lif:
ider the Constitution of the United
a
could I ates.
You
cannot
be
"">nslaughter
nultaneously governed by two
... J,Ju]e,df'hH itinct bodies, those being elected
: Ja'
presentatives and appointed judges,
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thout a tendency by either party to
'Jbumly, jj-1
H
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" "ought upjroni,
one Bui
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i id assume that lift
ion. and, therein
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grant Con lpC F°,Unding Fathe" to
twice:
once" th™81^6 P°Wer
recoenition• throu8h explicit
on the Snnr agai!V through a check
Court- Article I of
the Cnn tP,
0
legislate no " Provides that "ah
vestedn thPTrS hereby granted are
two
of Article
ArHcle6 III
nTgreSS
-" Section
states
that "the

What S-110 dares
to do is offer back to
the states that right
to legislate the
parameters of abor
tion

In Roe vs. Wade, the Supreme
Court discovered an altogether new
constitutional right that previously
had not been sighted. It protected its
flank by calling into consideration the
right to privacy of the mother. It
could just have easily called into ac
count a 1973 New York Court of Ap
peals' opinion in Byrn vs. New York
City Health and Hospital Cor
poration in declaring the unborn
child in the womb to be a living
human being, but chose instead to cut
new legislative turf.

with such exceptions and under such
regulations as the Congress shall
make."
But it is the contention of certain
members of the legal community,
most notably C. Dickerson Williams,
that the Supreme Court does make
law. If this position seems extreme,
then one need only to go as far as the
statements of the justices themselves
for support.

If the Hatch Amendment
reasserts the right of our elected
representatives—Congress being
paramount—to make legislative
policy, then its time will not have
come too soon. That this right is em
bedded solely in the powers of
Congress is undeniable. That it will
be recognized again by a houseful of
reasonable men becomes the hope,
and the prayer, of concerned in
dividuals close to the issue.

^rPri!me c°urt shall have appellate
J risdictton, both as to Law and Fact,

avid Wright/Mr. Haig's misperceptions

"r"ueh a

" " \ ally be
/ believe you tool
a bit too much
d into the editorial,
d not mention any
ups than the
they were tht
urcti orgenizati
Senate commiti
the press. Indeed, 11
•ople of all walks of lift
umfiar to yours,
Secretary of State Haig has
YOU misunderstoodmUy come
through with what he

First, the liberal Sandinista
government is a minority in the
region. Her neighbors all cling to the
United States with conservative at
titudes for several reasons: 1) the
need to keep export markets open
(mainly coffee and sugar as well as
cottons, etc.); 2) the desire to receive
advanced arms shipments to continue
their repression (watch Guatemala in
the next couple of weeks); and 3) a
similar feeling that popular
revolution may dissolve the existing
exploitist status quo.
Panama remains conservative af
ter the tragic plane crash of President
Torrijos last summer; Costa Rica and
Guatemala recently elected new rightwing governments (Guevarra and
Monge); and Honduras has actually
become the headquarters for hairbrained CIA "destabilization" plans.
Honduras is actually the greatest
thorn in Nicaragua's side. The July
'79 overthrow of the Somosa dic
tatorship forced many pro-Somosans
(many military men) into Honduras,
'a country long known for easy
asylum.
Infiltration of these
Somozan exiles into a U.S. trained
Honduran army has almost doubled
its strength while the hate for justiceminded Sandinistas increased ten-

Edit« is proof of a Soviet-led Central
merica that is threatening the
mocratic free world. Most of this
toof" is now being focused upon
caragua as a satellite of a satellite
,ni your March Ij •uba and the Soviet Union). With
proof", the administration is
140
tempting to mobilize public support
I m a <uie that
irld-wide by staging another Cuban
ritinf -***1 Me crisis.
Photographs from high flying Uaircrafts have revealed that
1 b°5 lc
v student
aragua is building her military
invoolvedthis*
owF'ty to the point of being by far
Mil
~ wllh^.greatest strength of the isthmus.
Ni this we are led to believe that
iJr
nniethal national security is threatened as
the i
^ec I was in 1962, only by different fold, . •,
But if the reality of hostile
is bee" F~ [^sueofJ^ans.
n?
nr^eJ' ^(iJt Here also lies the justification neighbors individually is not enough
. havf 10 e c# ^e constant allegations that to urge a country towards greater
defense, talk of an alliance should be.
' immaI'defltsJfcara8ua is at the base of the E1
Formation of the Democratic Com
juitWador crisis. In other words, the
3 , and Ir^gan administration concludes two
munity of Central America, as it is
1'
n
Ma'
fCnt!erT3 Jgh! %: 1) that Nicaragua's great called, would mean a united threat to
•ijr
Nicaragua, an excluded member.
h isC
buildup will serve to spawn
These
hostilites
against
•nunism throughout the CaribNicaragua can be found in other
Basin; and 2) that El Salvador is
places besides Central America and
ie 'n point, fed by Nicaraguan inWashington, like right here in
ence and arms shipments.
California.
Camp
Yamuri
Instead
of
jumping
to
the
cont i*5 i Iitff
®°n that the Leftist Sandinista (Southern Cal.) is loaded with riflebearing militants training for the day
me Plans an imperialistic Comab
: nc caP
when they can regain power. Camps
iif "nist expansion, why don't we look
such as this exist throughout the
jpme more realistic explanations
ls military increase.
nation.
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L °ur recent editorial on the viceL 'dential candidates was very
eading.
Iqstead of Pr'nij"g
.^lents submitted to The
by each candidate, The
i ,ican decided that it was their job
L..0rih the students on what The
s4tjlcan felt the candidates' views

I1 was surprised to open last
[March 5] issue of The
hC®n and read your editorial
„. f ^indorsements of ASUOP vice, 'V!Cential candidates. Whether The
jf'fj i° J lT,Can should endorse candidates
,,J
Cls Stable, in my opinion, bu
b er it should be done tactfully,
k.^any newspapers support can
and print their endorsement .

.
-Mo fnr
naner to
nnP paper
It is impossible
for one
to
present an unbiased view
The
Pacifican took out of context a sen
tence from my statement, which was
not printed, to support their view that
I was stating generalities. In my
campaign I outlined three main areas
with three clear ways to get them
done.
B is too bad that The
Pacifican during election time, has

However, I have never encountered a
publishing of the opposing can
didates' weakness.
I feel this is
somewhat unprofessional, as well as
uncalled for in this situation. Listing
Linda Haverty as you choice for V.P.
and a brief summary of her qualities
would have sufficed.
As Joe Hartley expressed in his
letter to the editor last week, The
Pacifican "has a monopoly on the

IReaders speak out
Madame Chairman, Madame
By

Eric Swenson

vVhen Pam Stanley hands over her gavel
to Linda Haverty next Tuesday, more than a
symbolic act will occur. At stake will be the
future of ASUOP, and that fact rests in the
hands(and gavel) of Linda Haverty.
The board of supervisors has made giant
strides of improvement since fall of 1980,
when I first became a supervisor. At the first
meeting, then Chairperson Kristen Almquist
was presiding. There was no agenda, no one
to take minutes, and nothing to do. Meetings
were held in places like South West patio,
Townhouse froghouses, and the Common
Room.
Supervisors knew a change was coming
when Pam Stanley was elected vice-president
last March. Stanley, well-versed in
parliamentary procedure, brought in strong
organization and ultra-strict discipline to the
board. Organization came in the form of
many standing committees. These dealt with
issues like the budget crisis, qualities of
programming, relationships of scholarships
to the NCAA, etc,. Not only did the commit
tees bring more organization to the board,
but they made the BOS more responsive and
reflective of all students.
In addition, the Board dealt with, and
passed resolutions on, graduation, Elbert
Covell, Spanos Center funding, and Winter
Term. When this happened, it gave the board
recognition from UOP faculty, ad
ministration and Regents.
This is not to say that the supervisors (or
ASUOP) can not stand a little improvement—
in fact, many improvements are needed. This
year, for example, Stanley occasionally broke
her neutrality, and spoke out for or against
an issue. The chair is supposed to be neutral.
Often, supervisors yere either confused or
unfamiliar with important issues. Also, as
with most legislative bodies, all the influence
and power rests with the five or six peop^yfe.
who speak out frequently. Too many supesg
visors are content to remain quiet. Cc -

sequently, the five or six yigld great influence
over the other 30 supervisors.
It is this dilemma that Miss Haverty
faces, as she begins her stint as Chair. Here
are some more important issues that will
strongly affect ASUOP in the coming twelve
months:
•ASUOP Budget. The zero-based budget
adopted by the board was a disaster. Too
many deserving groups were totally
eliminated from funding. This was not the
fault of any individual. But the board must
convince the Regents to raise the current $75
ASUOP fee to at least $85 in order to have
normal funding for all organizations.
•Chairperson Pro-Tem. The chairperson
of the BOS is an elected official by all stu
dents. But when the chair is absent, gives an
opinion on an issue, or is otherwise forced to
give up the gavel, there is no one to officially
take over. A Chair Pro-Tem would solve this
problem. A supervisor elected by his fellow
Board members, he/she would be the 'second
in command.' In addition, the Chair ProTem would serve as parliamentarian.
•Faculty Representation. The time has
come to have a faculty member sit on the
board of supervisors. Nominated by the
Academic Council, this person would serve as
an ex-oficio board member. He/she would
report on the board's activities to the council,and serve as a faculty spokesperson during
BOS debate. This position will garner more
respect for the board from the UOP ad
ministration, and provide a needed faculty
perspective for the supervisors.
•Graduation. Where the 1983 graduation!
ceremonies will be held is a prime concern of
students. Acting President Hand has stated
that graduation will definitely be held in the
Spanos Center. The fight against it must not
begin in May of '83. Rather, an organized
campaign must start in September, and be led
by the board of supervisors. If we win, the
supervisors will gain respect from all areasespecially students.
Linda Haverty was deservingly elected
largely on the basis of her performance as
academic affairs director, and specifically for
her efforts in organizing the Winter Term
battle. Linda has the tools and potential of
being an outstanding administrator. Pam
Stanley has laid the groundwork. It's up to
Haverty to advance the cause of ASUOP.
Eric Swenson is a member of the board
of supervisors, and a sophomore in C.O.P.

Education cuts justified for now;
wait for lower inflation, interest
By Ken Scott
University and sundry college
students have been placed in an
unusual dilemma: selfish personal in
terests or the general welfare of our
country and economy. As a student
surviving totally on loans, grants, and
scholarships, I know where my best
and most selfish interests should lie.
They are not in defeating the
economic recovery of this nation and
in criticizing the Reagan ad-

4 Reducing

and
restricting all federal
education assistance
plans will better serve
the needy students...'

ministration's decision to cut much of
the federal aid program, which, when
implemented, will probably save the
strav from reporting the news to post secondary educational system
to stray
in this country.
making the news itself.
On March 1, 1982, the leftist and
nonrepresentative
United States
It is important that the students
get the "real" facts. The Pacifican Student- Association held "student"
lobbys to protest the 1983 budget
should work on achieving this goal.
Then it can be considered a "real" reapportionment of federal education
assistance. Most of the information
newspaper.
which they distributed and have funBen Carmichael neled to many of the university and
college campuses, including our own,
was full of inaccuracies and
mistatements. The truth about
newspaper business on campus.
student
aid can be found in the latest
Therefore, your endorsements, or
releases
from the General Accounting
lack thereof, carry more weight than
Office and the Foundation for
they possibly deserve.
Economic Assistance.
In 1981, $65 billion was spent on
Your comments about Ms.
post
secondary education assistance,
Haverty's opposition could be v^wed
one of the largest total expenditures
as an abuse of a power that should be
to any one single goal in the nation.
reconsidered.
Of that total, only 9.1 billion or 14
Cynthia Privett percent was federally funded, an in
Freshman, C.O.P. crease of more than 50 percent in ten

Students lambast P'Can endorsements
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If these circumstances alone are
not enough to convince one of
Nicaragua's need for increased defense,
is it difficult to see that this small,
economically unstable country may
be scared half to death of an over
shadowing United States? Conduct
ing war games directly off the coast
(Operation "Safe Pass"), threatening
blockades, and carrying out these
mentioned "destabilizers" (shutting
off credits, disinformation leaked in
country, foreign training camps, etc.,
etc.) are actions that are likely to
prompt any country to holler for
help.
But contrary to common
misconceptions, Nicaragua has not
only sought this help from the Soviet
Union, but from France and West
Germany as well. Did the infant
government have any options after
being immediately condemned by the
U.S. upon taking power?
For
tunately, Francois Mitterand has
realized that one can attract more
flies with honey than with vinegar.
So why doesn't everyone scream
"neo-colonialism!" instead of
"communism!"? Because this ad
ministration is too short sighted to
understand that many things exist
between the two poles.
As for insurgence from
Nicaragua into El Salvador, we have
yet to see one ounce of proof, or even
alleged proof beyond a lost
Nicaraguan student, falsely accused
of espionage.
The questions remain to be an
swered. Does Nicaragua's defense
buildup mean Communism? Where
is the proof of communist revolution
spreading through the region? Un
fortunately, even if these questions
are sufficiently answered (I don't
believe they will be), the Reagan ad
ministration will still have
no
justification for the agressive stand it
has taken in the Caribbean.
Democracy loses a lot when one is
beat over the head with it.

Letters to the Editor
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In this process of making law,
the Supreme Court reduces the Four
teenth Amendment, which guarantees
due process of law to citizens of the
states, to little more than fleeting
visions of paradise that may strike the
fancy of five or more justices at any
one given time. And good motives
hardly mollify the ultimate outcome,
for those who like to think in terms of
happy endings.
Certainly, the
motives of Justice Taney were ad
mirable enough when he decided the
majority in Dred Scott.

Turn

years; 20.3 billion or 31.2 percent was
state funded; 2 billion or 3 percent
was locally funded; and the largest
share was 33.6 billion or 51.7 percent,
which was privately funded through
corporations, grants, and scholar
ships. The proposed changes in the
1983 budget would decrease federal
expenditures by only $200 million
from 1982 spending levels of which
$100 million will be reduced from
both the Pell Grant program and the
National Direct Student Loan
program.
The $200 million reduction
reflects a return of federal programs
to their original and intended pur
pose-to help the truly needy student.
Reducing and restricting all federal
education assistance plans will better
serve the needy students and alleviate
the abuses of educational grants and
loans. We, as students, have to realize
that we must all sacrifice to bring the
federal government's role in
education back to where it belongs:
subordinate to the authority of the
states and the localities.
The federal government has ex
ceeded its role in financing
educational assistance. Futhermore,
it has become increasingly intrusive,
and has imposed unnecessary ad
ministration and paperwork burdens
on both the recipients and the finan
cial aid administrators and moreover,
has supported too large a
bureaucracy. Education assistance
must come from the states and
localities. It is therefore more impor
tant to improve the economic base of
the nation, state, and locality in order
to increase property tax revenues,
sales taxes, and state income taxes.
Putting the focus of educational
assistance back to the states with an
expanding economy is much better
than maintaining the present level of
educational expenditure at the federal
level.
The key to increasing financial
education 'assistance, therefore, is to
lower the inflation and interest rates;

that is the purpose of the president's
economic recovery program. Tax
bases will be expanded through an in
crease in sales, investment, and em
ployment; the higher the tax base
means a higher level of state revenues
and a higher level of state assistances
to education. Furthermore, to lower
the inflation rate will cause an in
crease in the purchasing power of all
funds used for education.
For example, the 3.5 percent
decrease in the Consumer Price Index
from 1980 to 1981 means that the
total 1981 expenditure in education or
$181 billion will be worth $6.3 billion
more than if inflation had remained
at a 12.4 percent r^te. Essentially,
each percentage point reduction in in
flation adds over $1.8 billion in pur
chasing power to all educational
funds.
The focus of Reagan's economic
recovery program is to bring the
federal government back to efficient
and productive levels. The massive
growth in federal education assis
tance has perpetuated the problem of
too much government control, and
wasted, inflationary monies. The

4The

federal govern
ment has exceeded its
role in financing ed
ucational assistance
decrease in federal education
assistance does not mean a decrease
in education; it may actually lead to
an expansion in both the quality of
education and the funds needed to
acquire a post secondary university
education.
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UOP enrollment falls
By Kenneth Lark
Staff Writer

A Stockton resident fills up her

Spring 1982 enrollment at UOP
IS 30 to 40 students less than
originally predicted.
In terms of
tuition dollars only, the university is
incurring approximately a $100,000
loss in revenue this semester.
Based on evidence last month, it
appeared that there might have been
an even greater financial deficit for
the school to absorb. According to
the minutes of the Long Range Plan
ning and Budget Committee meeting
on Feb. 23, the university was 90 Full
Time Equivalent students under
budget for the spring.
Figuring
tuition at $3200 per semester, the
total loss would be $288,000, a sum
large enough to cause some worry. In
fact, this sum exceeds the available
resources in the Contingency Fund, a
fund designed to cover unforseen ex
penditures of the university.
Robert McMaster, director of
tank while the prices are low.
finance, said that as of March 9 the
actual enrollment at UOP was 3,633
students, down just 41 from the
projected figure of 3,674 for this
semester. He also stated that this
number was likely to drop even closer
recovery and refinement of oil, have
to the 30-plus range.
caused an overproduction of oil on a
Acting-President Cliff Hand, on
world-wide scale. Basically, there is a
Tuesday, March 16, said that 11 late
greater supply of oil with a lesser
registration petitions had just been
demand, therefore reduced prices.
approved, bringing the total to the
Because of these changes, dealer
present "thirty to forty" figure.
ships have become engaged in com
Hand felt it important to mention
petitive "price wars." Dealers get
that 65 fewer new students enrolled
their oil cheaper from the wholesale
this spring than did last year. Accord
suppliers, and are passing the price
cuts on to their customers. Henry
Niemann, dealer of Parkwoods Arco
on Hammer Lane, felt that much of
the price war competition is created
by large corporations that have to
compete with independent fuel com
Dan Sousa
panies, as the latter are able to offer
News Editor
cheaper prices. Since Arco is drop
ping their credit card as of April 15,
The sign on the office door of
that will enable the dealerships to
KUOP's station manager reads:
lower prices by three cents at the "Mt. Oso or bust. Go for It!" Well
pump. But in order to compete with
the university-owned public radio
the independents, Arco would have to station has done just that, by kicking
lower prices at least five to eight off a fund-raising drive to relocate
cents.
Currently, Modesto prices have
dropped to $1 per gallon at some
stations, and to about $1.08 in
Sacramento. Stockton's average is
about $1.29 for unleaded and $1.17
for regular at self ' rve pumps.

Gas prices decline
By Ken Bergeson
Staff Writer

Recently, gasoline prices have
been dropping considerably. In a
reversal of the energy crisis of the
early 1970s, world oil prices have
taken the biggest plunge since the
1960s, according to oil industry
analyst Dan Lundberg.
The average price for gas at the
pump is down 12 cents a gallon from
last year's high of $1,378, and in
some areas, such as Texas, the price
has dropped to about $1 per gallon.
Heating oil fell an average of seven or
eight cents last winter.
These optimistic changes in the
energy situation are due to decreased
energy consumption and a world
wide increase in production of oil.
!Since 1973, Americans have been
trained, through exorbitant oil prices
and scarcity of oil, to use less energy.
An article from the New York Times
reported that U.S. imports of crude
oil have fallen by 50 percent over the
past three years. This decline in need
for fuel, combined with new
technology enabling more economical

Political club enjoys
'new conservatism'

j

ing to Hand, the fact that the
university is only down about 35
students says a lot for the remarkably
high retention rate and integrity of
the school's academic programs.
It is too early to make any
reliable predictions concerning these
matters for next year. Much of this is
due to the possible effects of
President Reagan's proposed finan
cial aid cuts. Admissions director Les
Medford said that the application
rate for next fall was keeping pace
with this year. However, he could
not hypothesize how Reagan's
budget, if passed, would affect the
school's enrollment.
Two other university officials
felt that Reagan's proposals will be
nixed by Congress. Each felt that the
school would have few problems con
tinuing to attract new students should
this occur.
It is very good news that the
Contingency Fund will compensate
for the $100,000 deficit. In past
years, when enrollment was down as
much as 80 students, expenditures
had to be cut in the physical plant and
a variety of other programs. For
tunately the university has avoided
that scenario this year by establishing
the Contingency Fund as a means of
relief
During this time of recession,
while other institutions are experienc
ing major financial crises, UOP is
managing to work within the
economic guidelines it has set itself,
while still offering a strong education
to its students.

By Dan Sousa
News Editor

Some say the silent generation
has returned. If you liked the 50s,
you'll love the 80s.
Yet, there is a politically ac
tive group on campus that will tell
you otherwise.
The College
Republicans, not to be confused
with the Young Republicans, is
one of the strongest Republican
youth clubs in the state.
"Our
campus
attracts
capable, intelligent leaders who
want to be politically active," said
UOP College Republican chair
man Ken Scott.
Senior Paula Lubniewski (is
one of those'intelligent leaders to
whom Scott alludes. Lubniewski is
the chairperson for the California
College Republicans' entire
organization. Besides Lubniewski,
UOP has three other represen
tatives on the state College
Republican board. Scott, fresh
man Laurie Cummings, and senior
MonaLisa Maxwell are also board
members.
"We have one of the larger
clubs in the state, and that suprises
a lot of people because of our size
and location," commented Scott.
The UOP club has ap
proximately 100 members, and will
be sending 15 representatives to the
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KUOP plans a move 'to the top
their transmitter on top of Mt. Oso
near Patterson.
"This move would allow us to
increase our listening audience from
350,000 people to approximately one
million." said Station Manager
Richard Terry, "and our effective
radiated power would jump from
30,000 watts to 50,000 watts."

EVALUATIONS
(from page 1)

readied for printing WT "'the person
in charge of the projecVesUt in Sep
to Norman.
Since the inception of the course tember. The money given \Sf* COPA
evaluations by COPA in 1971, many to fund the evaluations was returned
C.O.P. professors have refused to to ASUOP as part of this year's sur
plus budget.
participate in the program."
Another criticism of the program
In the fall of 1979, ap
voiced by Professor Raitt was that the
proximately 53 percent of the
evaluations are only helpful to
professors teaching classes took part
students involved in COPA and in the
in the evaluations. But in the spring
student advising program. "Where is
of 1980, only 39 percent of the faculty
the data that shows how useful it is to
chose to participate. The figure rose
the students; I don't think it's a very
again in the fall of 1980, when 47 per
cent of the faculty agreed to have useful instrumet," Raitt comment
their courses evaluated.
ed.
Norman indicated that a
The number of professors who
have chosen to be evaluated for two stronger effort would be made this
consecutive semesters has increased semester to allow the 1981 fall
recently. Only 52 percent of the evaluations to become more readily
available for student use.
C.O.P. faculty who participated in
According to the most recent
the project in the fall of 1979 also
agreed to the evaluations in the spring COPA evaluations booklet published
of 1980.
in the spring of 1981 for fall 1980
But' 59 percent of the faculty courses, the program "is designed to
whose courses were evaluated in the help students choose courses both in
spring of 1980 chose to have them and outside their major, to give
evaluated again in the fall of 1980.
students the chance to evaluate the
COPA evaluations of 1981 value of their classes, and to give
spring classes were never published.
faculty evaluative feedback about
KUOP D.J.'s and newscasters
According
to
Norman,
the how students view their particular
over one million listeners.
evaluations were taken, tallied, and style of teaching."
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soon be broadcasting to

KUOP, 91.3 FM, is an affiliated
station of the National Public Radio
Network. The station's current trans
mitter, an old ship's mast, rests on
Burns Tower, which is 215 feet above
the valley floor. Mount Oso stands
3,500 feet high along the western edge
of the San Joaquin Valley.
About $65,000 is needed to pur
chase and install a new transmitter on
the mountain. The station hopes to
have an FCC license for the move by
the end of this year, and the new trans
mitter working by mid-1983. KUOP
has already raised $11,000 in a nineday fundraiser.
"We asked for aid over the air,
and placed ads in newspapers in the
areas that we don't Cover now, but
which we will cover with the new
transmitter," said Terry, who has
been the KUOP station manager for
15 months.
The new transmitter will reach
southward to Merced, eastward to
Long Barn in Tuolumne County,
westward to Concord and northward
to Elk Grove near Sacramento.
"We will have more people
calling in to make requests, and with
a bigger station it will provide more
experience for students to put down
on their resumes," said Terry.
The move was prompted by
a study by the Association of
California Public Radio Stations.
The study was conducted to deter
mine the extent of the coverage of the
public systems in the state. It was
found that only 80 percent of the
public receive signals from public
radio stations.
Congress has asked that public
TV and radio stations reach at least
95 percent of the population. The
study made suggestions, such as the
KUOP transmitter move, that will
enable 98 percent of the state's
population to receive coverage.
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•Hot Air Balloon Rides
•Gift Certificates
•Hot Air Ballon
Gift Items
•Kites

state College Republican conven
tion in Sacramento, which will be
held in April. Scott may run f0r
the state chair and continue the
Pacific dynasty of the Colleee
Republicans at the state level.
There are several reasons f0r
the College Republicans' success
on the UOP campus. One may be
the general trend towards conser
vatism in the 80s. A recent study
made by UCLA and the American
Council on Education found that
more freshmen call themselves
conservative than liberal. This is
the first time in the survey's history
that there were more conservative
freshman than liberals.
"I think people started
looking ahead, and they saw that
there were less jobs and higher
taxes, and this brought on a con
servative movement," said Scott.
"There is nothing wrong with
helping poor people, but hell, we
might be poor in 10 years too."
Another reason for the
College Republicans' popularity is
its lack of political competition on
campus.
"In some ways it is to our ad
vantage, and in other ways it is
disadvantage," said Scott. He
feels that without a rival
Democratic club, his group loses

BALLOON PORT
TIGER
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SPECIAL
SAVE 25%
on
25 foot and
45 foot
Mylar Kites
WITH THIS AD

BILL BISHOFBERGER
25 foot
2222 GRAND CANAL BLVD. Reg. 6.95 • On Sale 5.21
45 foot
SUITE 8
Rm. 8.95 • On Sale 6.71
478-0369

Home of the World's largest certified hot air balloon
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FLY JETS YOUR FIRST YEAR
Your salary is only a part of the fantastic career that
awaits you as an Air Force pilot or navigator The Air
Force flying program otters you more than $18,000 a
year to start, plus valuable experience that can pay off
in civilian life.
And your officer's commission will give you strong
executive credentials — proof of your leadership ability.
Air Force benefits include 30 days of "vacation with
pay" a year, worldwide assignments, medical and
dental care, graduate education opportunities, and
more.
It's a great opportunity. If you're a college senior or
graduate between the ages of 201/2 and 27, you may
be qualified for the Air Force flying program. Find out
today by con
tacting
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Stockton citizens give
views on budget cuts
By Sheri Almberg
Staff Writer
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Engineer's Week nets
three students honors
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student from San Pedro She spent
her first Co-op at the NASA-Ames
Research Center as a research
engineer in a biomedical division
. For her last Co-op
Gail
developed a proportional controller
on a mini wheelchair. She worked at
the Children's Hospital at Stanford's
Rehabilitation Engineering Center,
This year, Gail is serving as vice
president of the Student Association
at the Latter Day Saint's Stockton
ward, and is active in the Society of
Women Engineers. Gail enjoys
swimming, running, sewing, baking
and playing tennis,
Lisa Shusto, a fifth-year civil
engineer major from Oceanside, is a
member of Kappa Alpha Theta
Sorority. In a statewide competition
sponsored by the Consulting
Engineers association, Lisa ranked
second last year. She went on to the
competition's national level and
ranked seventh.
Lisa's Co-op work has been at
Mobil Oil Corporation in Los
Angeles and at EDS Nuclear Power in
San Francisco. Lisa says she likes to
play tennis.
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what he considers to be the number
one problem facing our country-in
flation. He sees the only practical
solution to be "balancing the budget
.and returning this nation to fiscal
responsibility."
Cyr continued, saying, "once we
get less money paying for interest
rates on our national debt and get
more money in the private sector,
then more businesses will prosper,
more jobs will be provided, and more
people will be less affected by the socalled cuts."
In strong contrast to the views of
Ronk and Rogers, Cyr believes "we
businesses are already compensating
for the budget cuts."
Furthermore; Cyr firmly believes
that big business will compensate for
budget cuts, saying, business ' will
compensate those individuals who are
dedicated to working "if we have a
balanced federal budget and further
reduction in income taxes and govern
ment spending."

New priest for Newman
UOP may have been found
By Beth Hammond
Staff Writer

The search for a new priest for
UOP and Newman House may soon
be over. Father Douglas Bailey has
made it to the final level in the selec
tion process—an interview with the
Newman House Board.
"He's coming to look at us and
we'll look at him and then offer him
the job if all goes well," said Father
McGovern, Chancellor of the
Diocese.
Father Bailey will arrive at UOP
on March 27 and stay through March
30. During this time, he will become
acquainted with Newman House and
they will get to know him.
Newman House, the Catholic
organization on campus, put an ad
vertisement stating the position in
several Catholic newspapers and
periodicals across the country. There
were seven replies to the ad. The
seven resumes were reviewed and the
choice was narrowed to two can
didates for the position.

appa Psi frat balances social life;
studies in pharmaceutical field
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Staff Writer
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Will the private sector compen
sate for government cuts? Three dif
ferent perspectives regarding this per
tinent and controversial issue were
presented to UOP students and
faculty last Tuesday night in the
Regents Dining Room.
Sponsored by Pi Alpha Alpha
and the American Society for Per
sonnel Administration, the program
"Passing the Buck" featured three
Stockton community members; each
representing a different sector of
society: Randy Ronk, currently a
Stockton City Council Member and
an insurance salesman, presented
views from the public perspective;
Santi Rogers, who is presently serving
as the Executive Director of Stockton
State Hospital represented the non
profit viewpoint; and, expressing the
business perspective was John Cyr,

owner of John Cyr Realtors, Inc.
According to Randy Ronk,
"This is probably one of our nations
most difficult times for government,
fiscally." He feels that future growth
in our government can be achieved in
only one way- "By the voters them
selves increasing their own taxation."
Santi Rogers, on the other hand,
is concerned with the possibility of an
increase in salary for government
employees. "I am concerned because
I want to hear that the private sector
is going to be able to pick up the
slack!"
Rogers, in agreement with Ronk,
said he perceives a need for our
government "to make some very
clear decisions on what goes and what
stays." He also added, "We cannot
sustain a massive loss of revenue
without an equal amount of
deterioration of services."
However, John Cyr's views dif
fered from those of Ronk and
Rogers. Cyr is greatly concerned with

washes, and sponsors dances.
The members of Kappa Psi often
frequent the Shamrock, a well-known
restaurant and bar. Many students
have attended Kappa Psi's pre-game
barbecues during the fall. As well as
being a very serious fraternity, Hall
explained that it's really quite a social
organization, and large little sister
program. Kappa Psi generally has
two rush parties. First they have an
informal spaghetti feed, and then a
formal rush party. Following rush is
a three week pledging program.
The Kappa Psi house is located
on Stadium Drive across the street
from Phi Delta Chi. It is owned by
the Pacific graduate chapter of Kap
pa Psi. Since it is not university
owned, the members of Kappa Psi do
all the upkeep.
The group just
finished painting their house, and
Hall remarked that despite the fact
that a group of guys live there, the
house is in great condition.
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From this point, they began
checking on the backgrounds of the
final two and checked with super
visors and superiors in the Church.
From that point onward, Father
Bailey has been the only contender
for the position.
Father Bailey, 35, is currently the
priest at Brescia College in Kentucky.
He was ordained in 1976 and before
that was a high school teacher for five
John
F.
Kennedy
years at
Preparatory School in St. Nazianz,
Wise.
Father Bailey does not have the
job yet. The two most important
stages are yet to come during his visit
to UOP later this month. He will first
be interviewed by the Adult Advising
Board for Newman House after
which the student board will inter
view him and make the final decision.
Since Father Robert Silva left at
the end of May, 1981, Sunday Mass
has been given by different priests
from the Stockton area.
"It's given us a chance to meet
and get to know some of the priests

News

,

around Stockton," said Brian John
son of the Newman House Student
Board.
"The biggest disadvantage [for
Newman House] is that we don't have
a full-time priest," he continued.
"It's had a big effect on programs and
guidance."
Johnson feels that Newman
House, a traditionally active
organization on campus, has suffered
this year. "But overall, it hasn't been
too bad, considering that we didn't
have a priest," he said.
If all goes well at the interviews,
then Newman House should have
their new priest soon.
"It's been a difficult decision
because Father Silva is a hard act to
follow," Johnson said. "It isn't that
we didn't have a lot of applicants.
We just want to be sure that we have
the right person."
"Nothing is definite," Father
McGovern stressed. "The job hasn't
been offered yet. We have to see how
the interviews go first."

House rejects
GSL cuts
in committee
A House appropriations sub
committee killed the Reagan ad
ministration's plan to bar
graduates from the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program, and
recommended that $1.3 billion be
added to this year's loans.
Reagan had proposed a $978
million increase in the program
this year, based on estimates that
eliminating graduates would save
the government $132 million this
fiscal year and $573 million next.
Reagan had also wanted to in
crease the originating fee from five
percent to ten percent of a loan
and to impose a need-test to un
dergraduate borrowers.
Graduates will be able to ob
tain GSL loans for next fall, unless
the president manages to get the
restrictions through Congress
bypassing the subcommittee.

ASUOP Hosts
Rabbit Run

The Rabbit Run, a five mile
course for men and three miles for
women, will be Wednesday, March
31 at 3:30 p.m. The course will
start from Knole's Field. Winners
in both groups will receive prizes.
Those interested may pay 50 cents
to sign-up at the ASUOP Office
between March 22 and noon Mar
ch 30.

AES to drop
water in center
Intended as an outlet for
teachers' and students' engineering
creativity and fun, the first annual
AES Water Balloon Drop will be
held Thursday, April 1 between 12
and 1 p.m. in the University Cen
ter.
Each contestant must build a
"catcher" that is able to land
without breaking a water balloon
dropped from the third story. The
"catcher" can be no longer and
wider than two feet, and can be up
to three feet high. It will be judged
on workability, creativity, and
showiness.
Those interested may sign up
in the lobby of Baun Hall March
23 through March 31.

REPUBLICAN
(from page 4)

Above are some brothers from the Kappa Psi fraternity. They
are, in alphabetical order, Ed Derderian, Barry Dyties, Larry
Had, Aaron Kawamoto, John Kellener and Ken Marzocchi.

M

an edge that it could attain with
competition.
The first UOP College
Republicans appeared in 1935 and
has been sporadically active ^ince. There has been a club con
tinually on campus since 1972.
Most
of
the
College
Republicans' work is done on a
county level. College Republicans
volunteer for all Republican can
didates in elections. The UOP club
participated in Parkinson's vic
torious campaign for city council
this year. Parkinson is the first
Republican to appear on the coun
cil in 10 years, according to Scott.

A story on the "missing"
Democratic group will run next
week.
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SELF-STUDY

(from page 1)
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"ASUOP has grown like a rosebush
that hasn't been pruned.
New
programs keep springing up at the
bottom and taking the life away from
the main services and programs at
ASUOP."
The members of the self-study
committee were divided into four
subcommittees, which focused on an
aspect of the study. Each of the sub
committees submitted its own
recommendations which were then
consolidated into a comprehensive
final report by Hartley.
"Committee members are
generally pleased with the report so
far," Hartley said. "The results of
the self-study are certainly above and
beyond
what I expected. I was
pleased with the outcome of the in
dividual subcommittee reports."
Bill Kochenderfer, chairman of
the subcommittee on ASUOP struc
ture, said that he felt that the work
done by his subcommittee was very
effective. "There was no lack of en
thusiasm in my committee; we had a
lot of fighting and debating, and a lot
of creative ideas," he said. "We took
a careful look at the bylaws and
membership of the board of super
visors, and even wrote a constitution
for the judicial branch," he added.
Commenting on the final report
prepared by Hartley, which will con
tinue being reviewed this Friday,
Kochenderfer said that he was happy
with Hartley's assimilation of the
ASUOP Structure recommendations.
"Our part of the report was reviewed
and improved, in my opinion. Some
things I wanted didn't come through,
but there weren't many recommen
dations in our section of the report
which weren't unanimous."
Jan Timmons, of the programs
and services subcommittee said that
she felt her committee was very
thorough in the analysis they conduc
ted. "In terms of fairness and trying
to gather all of the information, I
think we did that," she said. We did
not get second-hand information.
We used questionaires and interviews
with program directors to get the
most accurate information we
could." It was a lot of work." The

program and services section of the
final report has not yet been
reviewed.
"I think the studies did put
things in black and white, making
clear the big issues that need to be
looked at," Jim Clifford, chairman
of the Program and Services sub
committee, said. "From what I've
seen, I think Joe did a great job put
ting things together in the final
report, because it does seem to reflect
what individual committees wanted in
the report and what the student body
itself would probably want."
The time needed to conduct the
study and create the individual sub
committee reports presented a major
problem for some committee mem
bers. "We started out with a sub
committee of five people, and ended
up with just three," Jim Clifford
said.
"It was especially tough for our
committee to get people together
during Winter Term," Jan Timmons
said. "We had a lot o£ meetings so it
was hard to get a lot of people all the
time."
According to Joe Hartley, even
though participation fell as the study
went on, there was enough original
members that the number working in
the report was still good. "We ex
perienced an ebb and flow of par
ticipation. It was no better or worse
than I expected," Hartley said. "We
had a hard dedicated core of people
that met regularly, and then it moved
out from there."
Joan Knight reported that mem
bers of their subcommittee remained
fairly enthusiastic about their part of
the study. "We all stuck it out pretty
well, even though we all had to put
out quite a bit of time."
According to Gail Young of the
Constituent School committee, "The
only problem we has was that the
study went on kind of long. People
began to lose interest towards the
end, but we were all enthusiastic
when we started." Se added, though,
that the study was very helpful in
bringing out deficiencies in ASUOP
that needed attention.
"I wanted to get involved with
the ASUOP study because I've
always worked with just the Phar

macy department," Patrick Dugan
said. "lBut I did not stay on the
committee because my course load
wouldn't allow it.
I got the im
pression thaat most of the people on
the committee, though, were able to
put in the extra time that was
needed."
One concern of some committee
members was the actual implemen
tation of recommendations.
The
study was definitely not a waste of
time," Jim Clifford said. "But there
aren't any checks and balances in the
report thata say that what is recom
mended will be carried out. It all
depends on the acting president, but
Joe does seem enthusiast6ic about the
recommendations.''

OOP

fi rom page 1)
want to do certain things," says
Johnson, "they also find that what
they did offered them the opportunity
to gain other ideas in that field, or
told them in general that they ought
to get out of that field."
The earlier a student starts out
with a co-op or internship, the more
experience he or she can gain. John
son encourages students to begin in
their sophomore year so they can
have the opportunity to do two or
three by the time they graduate. This
gives a student work experinece which
is many times necessary to get a job.
Most employers want 18 months to
two years of experience in a field
related to their business. Johnson
stresses that if a student uses his time
well, he can work in this amount of
time with co-ops and internships and
also have this apply towards
graduation credit.
A student with co-op experience
under his belt can offer potential em
ployers practical experience along
with his degree. Too many students
feel that getting the degree is allimportant, but thousands of other
students also have degrees, and the
employer is interested in what else the
applicant can offer them besides the
degree. Due to our tight economy,
employers are in a position now in
which they can pick and choose.
"That means you have to be very
competitive as an applicant," said
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" 'Twas like losiri a friend the day
George Killian stopped brewin' the Red'.'
n old friend, if you
ask me. For nearly a
hundred years, the
lads all over this
part of Ireland knew you
could count on the Red. And
count on the Red they did.
"It was George Killian's
family who brewed it. And
for five generations, they
was holdin' true to the taste.
And if you ever had just a
sip or two for yourself, you'd
thank em for it, too.
"But then came the black
day George Killian stopped
brewin' the Red. Some say it
was the changin' times that
backed him to the wall.
" Modernize,' they said
to George.
" Compromise,' George
said to them. And I'll have
none of that. Before I change the taste,
close the doors.'
"And close the doors he did-thou ;h a
few of the lads came close to tears. An„
George Killian came close to tears, himself.
Or so they say.
'Then something grand happened.
Over in America. Coors asked George
if they could help him bring it back.
" Brew me Killian's Red?' George
asked. Aye, I'd be proud to brew
with you. If you be brewin' it my way.'
Now George's way was never
the easy way. It means slow-roastin'
the malts. Takin'a bit more time.
And a bit more trouble.
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"The self-study overall doesn't
provide flashiness," Hartley said.
"The report provides concrete ad
ministrative things that have never
been done in ASUOP. So the report
may be boring, but those recommen
dations are important."
Johnson. "Conversely, that means
that the employer can let applicants
just weed themselves out. So those
students who have done the intern
ships find out that there is a great
advantage for themselves."
A Co-op also enables a student
to make contacts for jobs, as well as
supplying him with references.
During her two years here at UOP,
Johnson says that seven or eight
students have been offered jobs at the
places where they have done their in
ternships after completion of those
interships. Several others have been
hired during their internships as well.
Practical experience is also help
ful to have if you are going to
graduate school.
Many graduate
programs are looking for students
with experience now, and con
sequently only accept a smaller per
centage of applicants without ex
perience of any kind.
Johnson feels that many students
grow and mature in their internships
as well.
Internships give many
students different outlooks on their
coursework and the courses they want
to take. Johnson notes that this prac
tical learning experience is especially
important in a setting suche as UOP.
She asserts, "As students, we're
relatively insulated, and the more op
portunities we have to work out there
in the marketplace, the more we have
to face the realities that we will be
facing when we're out there on our
own.
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New UOP Lieutenant Bill Correll, Jr.

Gordon Spielberg photo

San Jose Lieutenant
joins UOP security
By Kathleen Bacchini
Staff Writer

Coming from the large city of
San Jose where crime ranks fifth in
the state, Lieutenant Bill Correll Jr.,
the new addition to campus security,
appears confident in handling UOP's
crime wave.
The 38-year-old Correll, who has
had 15 years of experience on the
police force, began his first day as a
part of UOP Security on March 15.
His hiring came as a result of the
small-staffed UOP security operation
now present. "We needed Correll to
even out the distribution of
comand," says Norm Askew, direc
tor for campus security. Askew cited
incidents in which he was required to
be a constant overseer of the patrol
operations, leaving little time for his
other duties. With Correll's assistan

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT
CONTACT LENSES.

m

yHi

"The self-study cannot be given
the power to implement changes,"
Hartley said. "The report does giver 1
the recommendations and implemen
tation dates, though. The fact that
I'm a two-term president and
dedicated to the self-study will help in
getting the recommendations im
plemented.
I will fight for the
recommendations wherever I have to
because they're good."

The latest in contact lens technology:
lenses that can be worn up to two weeks
without removal, (including sleeping)

Consultation regarding this or
any contact lens question available.

STEPHEN L. POLLACK O.D,
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY
Students may present thier I.D.
for a 20% courtesy on materials.
1701 W. March Lane
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ce in desk duties, it is Askew's hope
that this problem will be taken care of healThiS class is unique becat
and his other officers will now be out
informal
only does it present it
on patrol more.
mandai
the subject, but it also,
these tl
.he student incorporate ...-II
Correll's background in law en Jo his or her everyda
forcement is varied, with his initial
When students come to
start as an employee of the Santa for most of them it is their fi
Barbara County public safety transit
Tl
oerience away from home.
ho
district. He then moved on the the So longer eating mom 's
Santa Barbara County Sheriffs cooking, but dorm foo
department, where he worked for sis women in this university is >
years. Correll later worked for two during orientation about the
years as a patrol sergeant for the San man "pack-ten"(where
ta Barbara County Municipal Agency.
freshmen inevitably gain 10 II
His most recent venture has been at
semester).
San Jose State University.
Even the dining halls offe
plate (which is often better th
At San Jose, Correll began as the main course),
,V/» but students ......
still
Watch Commander, and soon at Jack-in-the-Box
Jack-in-the-Box at midnigh
midi
worked his way up to "Special
the student store to pick up
Operations," which was aimed at
snack.
lacx.
planning security operations for
College students are kno
special school events. He also was ac
their obsession with burgers
tively involved in crime prevention.
milk shakes and booze.
The problem is that the
Correll says he hopes to become
di
actively involved in improving the fered on campus makes it difl
prime prevention program at UOP, as diet without starving. It see t
well. He believes the best way to in most food is junk food disgu
nutrition.
sure safety on campus is to get the full
support of the students.
"The reason I enjoy this work so
much, is because I love working with
these kids," adds Correll. Indeed,
the students will be seeing a lot of
Correll as part of his duties allow him
to go on campus' for day and night
patrol.
Among his other duties, Correll
will supervise the patrol and com
munications operations, and most
importantly, will take charge when
the director is on leave.
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"But that's what brings out the taste. And
that's what brings out the glorious red color
"And I hear that's just the way they're
doin' it. One sip, they say, and you'll know
they're brewin' it George's way. Of ccurse,
, brewin'the Red
George's way is just
what the lads all
expected.
They don't forj get what George
I Killian always says:
" 'I stopped
brewin'it once.
1 And I can stop it
again."

BABKA BEER CO.

Uimpariv Coition Color

I Brewer ot Fino Oujlit> Beers Since IM71
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winter pounds? Try this...

students life long health

Starr Writer

Shape up or ship out! In this
,ineration, there is very little toleran\for obesity.

Fit or fat, it is your choice.
__ is in the air, and many of us
llio have indulged in gluttony and
.|0tl, for the last few months are
[Dining up with new ways to shed that
winter coat, in anticipation of bikini
onfwhether you're wearing one or
latching one).
w
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More and

more students are

ninning, swimming, and dieting,

fhis is "The Fitness Craze" reads the
cover of Time magazine: "America
Shapes Up."
This campus is in tune with the
times, and most of the students are
tonscious of their bodies, but very
ew of them know why health is so
vital.
Connor Sutton teaches a class at
UOP called "Heart, Exercise and
Nutrition," in which he attempts to
prepare the student for life-long
health.
This class is unique because not
only does it present information on
the subject, but it also mandates that
he student incorporate these theories
into his or her everyday life.
When students come to school,
or most of them it is their first ex
perience away from home. They are
no longer eating mom's home
cooking, but dorm food.
Every
women in this university is warned
during orientation about the fresh
man "pack-ten"(where female
reshmen inevitably gain 10 lbs. per
semester).
Even the dining halls offer a diet
plate (which is often better than the
main course), but students still end up
Jack-in-the-Box at midnight, or at
the student store to pick up a little
snack.
College students are known for
their obsession with burgers, fries,
milk shakes and booze.
The problem is that the food ofired on campus makes it difficult to
tiet without starving. It seems like
most food is junk food disguised as
nutrition.
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class who are out there. "Just to
benefit their bikini wardrobe," He
continues, "I'm doing it mainly for
later in life, say when I'm 40 years
old, because I don't want to be
another statistic. They just had in
U.S. News and World Report an ar
ticle that called heart disease a 39
billion dollar business."
He adds, "As you know,

According to Conner, "One
semester of contact with a student is
meaningless, unless the student can
realize the value and continue on his
own. That's the whole purpose of the
class." He continues, "hopefully,
the student will feel much better, and
want to maintain a healthier
lifestyle."
As Bartz said, heart disease is
0 a 39 billion dollar
|business," but so is
|
it's prevention.
|Anyone seeking to
* make a fast buck
K would succeed, if
he could only come
up with a new con
cept of attaining
health.
Take a look
where Americans
are spending their
money. Which
businesses are
thriving, and which
businesses are
folding?
Health-orien
ted enterprises are
doing surprisingly
well. Health food
stores
and
restaurants are
flourishing. On the
other end of the
spectrum, Jack-inthe-Box, Wendy's
and McDonald's
The students on the right experience the aren't exactly star
ving.
healthy alternative with a fast paced jog
Authentic goods
as they race across Brookside Field.
are sU'ing out in
stores. In fact,
Nike, Brooks and
obesity affects males more than it
New Balance were doing so well,
does females, so I'm going to start
Bill Blass, Fred Perry and Jeoffrey
myself on the right track now." He
Bean decided to get in on the action,
claims he wants to be in good shape at
and started their new line of designer
age 51, not at home with a beer-belly.
action wear.
Conner teaches the right ways to
Jane Fonda is losing her
exercise, which include warming-up
reputation as a great actress, her
and stretching out. He stresses heart
Workout Book is considered the
conditioning and maintaining an ac
number-one non-fiction bestseller.
tive heart rate so ttyat exercise is
While Richard Simmons is con
beneficial.
sidered pathetic by most of us, his
He reviews all of
popular
show's ratings are high, and his Never
diets on the bestsellers list, and points
Say Diet Book is on the bestsellers list
out their benefits and shortcomings.
also.

health food in the
hin. These foods
might be healthy,
but they are not
dietetic. However,
credit will be given
to
the
token
refrigerated produce
section in the mid
dle of all this tem
ptation.
So what do
you do if the mid
night munchies are
weighing
you
down, and you
don't know what
you
are doing
wrong?
Start running!
However, if you
can't seem to get
into your running
shoes because you
have too much
homework, or too
littly energy; you
might want to try The student on the left may not know
Connor Sutton's what that
hamburger does to his body.
class.
Connor's class
is designed
so
that on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Most students are surprised to
Fridays, the students meet in the discover how much of their diet con
classroom for lecture.
But on sists of alcohol.
Tuesdays and Thursdays there is a
From there, the student will
mandatory exercise lab.
learn exactly what he should do to
Aerobic exercise is emphasized in
prevent such health problems as high
this class. The student can receive ex blood pressure, heart disease,
tra credit points if he contracts to obesity, hypertension, and other
degenerated diseases.
exercise outside of class but only if
his conditioning level improves.
Bill Bartz says he is taking this
class for the long range effects. "I'm
If you don't know what kind of
shape you are in, this is a good way to doing it for later life, instead of just
find out. Conner has set it up so that getting in shape for spring."
He chuckles about the girls in the
every student is required to go
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Face-to-Face
What is your favorite
bar in Stockton?

duties, Corrdl
Vutrol and
1. , , and o1®'
ns
,ke charge

through several fitness tests to assess
how he/she rates in terms of fitness
and health.
The test results will tell them
what their active and resting heart
rate is, their cholesterol level, and a
complete diet analysis (derived from a
seven to ten day period during which
the student records everything that
goes into their mouths).

Megan Williams and Gordon Spielberg

Just Opening Special
COUPON

J FRESH FROZEN YOGURT |
Dave Wiltshire; jr.; SBPA:
"I think the Shamrock is one of my
favorite bars because they serve green beer
once a year, and it's nice and cheap, and they
have a nice down-to-earth class of people that
hang out there."

jmr
^
^

Buy One At Regular Price
J

SAVE 50%

O

On second of equal or lesser value

FREE SAMPLES

The Yogurt Pump
Judith Chambers; Vice President of Student

COUPON
HOURS
11 to 10 Mon-Thurs
11 to 11 Fri & Sat
12 to 10 Sun

5757 Pacific Ave.
Sherwood Plaza
(By K-Mart)

Life:
"I have a lot of favorites, The Hatchcover is one of them because it's a place to see
a lot of UOP students."

952-8543

Tubbing in Stockton
Karen Wolff; soph; pre-pharm:
"My favorite bar is The Rock. It s t
Only one I've gone to in Stockton so ^ ar
because Kappa Psi goes there all the time.

,h\
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Hon Black; senior; COP:
"Humps, because the beer is cheap.

° 12 Outdoor Tubs in a patio garden
setting
0 All private facilites surrounded by
redwood fencing
° Cabana changing area w showers
Mon. - Thurs. w 4.00 per person
Fri.Sun. ,5.00; per person
I

I

I

I
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This is your invitation to
warm up on a cold night
or
make a big splash during the Rain
105 off per person with student
body card. Mon. - Thurs. only.
I i—v—• •

A Family Health & Relaxation Center

f

American Family Sauna & Tub
4419 Pacific Ave.
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Furnace; freshman- COP.
"Shadows because they na
Player and a cute waitress.

^

Stockton

477-TUBS
No alcoholic beverages
No one under 18 allowed without Parents

You just can't seem to get
around it.
A magazine such as
Glamour, first advertises beautiful
bodies, then sells you ten old diet tips
disguised as new ones. And Playboy
magazine doesn't help females avoid
this propoganda.

" W h e n students
come to school, for
most of them it is
their first experience
away from home.
They are no longer
eating mom's home
cooking, but dorm
food. Every woman
in this University is
warned during orien
tation about the
freshman "pack-ten"
(where female fresh
men inevitably gain
10
lbs.
per
semester)."

So if you succumb to temp
tation, or if you just crashed your
new diet, please remember "you are
what you eat," and "a healthy body
makes for a healthy mind.''
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Brilliantly bizarre

Today's 'Forecast': hard-driving jazz

B -52' S blast the Bay
Mesopotamia track.

By Ken Bergeson

sax, while the bass plays in the
background, creating an easy
listening sound.

i1
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The B-52s, known for bizarre
In another of their songs, "J's lyrics and bouffant hair-dos, brought
Tune," the drums and bass get behind their futuristic new wave sound to an
the piano and saxophone, which appreciative audience at the ban
makes for a great combination.
Throughout the song, other solos by Francisco Civic last Saturday, March
the members are interjected, creating 13
The B-52s began the concert with
a really tight musical number. The
'Party Out of Bounds," from their
pianist's hands seem to cover the
piano, as the bass player thumps the Wild Planet album. Throughout the
bass in a typical funk style.
show, the B-52s gave a very
professional performance, exhibiting
They play slow numbers as well. both spontaneity and technical skill.
One of these tunes, "When We Said They showed off a tight, polished
Goodbye," shows that the band can
play a mellow song just as well as a style, enhanced by the addition of a
new horn section, which worked well
fast one, and with equal talent.
with the keyboards and exotic, almost
When I asked Richard and Jeff primitive beat.
how they came up with their music,
The songs were performed in an
they both agreed that the easiest way order that had the crowd worked into
is to sit at the piano and play until a a fervor. After the opening song,
good tune comes to mind. Then they they continued playing songs from
work with it until a good piece of
previous albums interspersed with
music emerges.
^numbers from the newly released
Another interesting aspect of
Forecast is that they do a lot of im
provisation. Each one of the mem
bers seems more than capable of han
dling this, as is shown through their
music.

Forecast (left to right) Jeff Jacobs, piano; Marshall Mower, trumpet; uame. oejard. to,
drums; Chris Brown, saxophone; Richard Rodreguez, bass; and Steve Rocha, trombone.
By Gordon Spielberg
Stafr Writer

It is sometimes forgotten that
UOP has some very talented
musicians. We all seem to know the
national artists that get air play, but
we tend to overlook the local talent.
UOP has several groups that are wor
thy of the students' attention.
Forecast is one of these groups.
Forecast is a band that seems to
have a lot of potential. Their harddriving beat, what they call "funk
jazz fusion," keeps listeners on their
toes. They hold together well, as if

Staff Writer

each band member knows what the
other one is going to do. The result is
smoothly flowing music.
The band members seem to en
joy jamming with each other. With
all six members playing, the room
fills up with music, and nothing ap
pears to be missing.
The members of Forecast are:
Jeff Jacobs, a political science major,
on piano; Richard Rodriguez, a
theory composition major, on bass;
Daniel Bejarano on drums; Steve
Rocha, a music education major, on
trombone; Marshall Mower, a music
management major, on trumpet and
flugelhorn; and Chris Brown, a music

management mamr
major, nn
on saxonl
saxophone.
The band can play commercial
standards on request, but they much
prefer to play their own music.
Richard Rodriguez and Jeff Jacobs
write all the music for the band.
After listening to their practice
session last weekend, I would say they
are definitely worth seeing. Just by
glancing at the titles of the songs, you
can see they enjoy what they do.
"Saturn Funk" is; one of those
songs that you want to hear twice in a
row. As the driving drum beat and
the funk bass lines play in the
background, the horn section really
stands out. Chris Brown solos on his

The show opened at 8 p.m. with
No Sisters, who were well received by
the audience. The band played about
45 minutes, and gave a fairly g0J
performance. It was after an in
credibly long intermission of nearly
45 minutes that the main attracts
appeared.
With the exception of a long i,intermission between bands, and ,
slightly shorter-than-desired perf0r'
mance, this was one concert worth
experiencing.
The audience
somewhat off the beaten path most of
us traverse, was a show in itself.
Obviously, this concert was not fot
everyone, but if you like the B-52s
you would have loved this concert
All accounted, the B-52s put on
unusual, very enjoyable show.

The pinnp getting hi
Torrez from the dr.
"Getting Out, wt

By Mike Bros;

Duncan impresses
with voice classes

Forecast has been featured on
KUOP a couple of times, and they
also played in the University Center
last semester. They will be playing in
the Rathskellar tomorrow night from
7:30 to 9:30, and thev will also be
doing some noon shows in the Cen
ter.

Meet
Bobi Bloom
he's your High Country]
connection.

Two of themore popular tunes, "Rock Lobster''
and "Private Idaho" were reserved
for the two 10-minute encores
bringing the show to a rowdy finaie '

Talk of Duncan's BBC interviews and
friendships could only make my
blood rush.

By Michael Hamm
Staff Writer

In 1935 George Gershwin handpicked Todd Duncan to perform the
role of Porgy in "Porgy and Bess."
Since that day, Todd Duncan has
been a page in American history. On
March 12 and 13, UOP was honored
with exclusive West Coast masterclasses by Todd Duncan.

After listening to their music for
two hours, I couldn't help but won
der why they hadn't recorded an
album. They told me that it was too
expensive . Besides, they are just
playing for experience, anyway.
Unfortunately, this seems to be"
the last semester for this band. Mar
shall Mower (who will be the first
music management major to graduate
from UOP) and Richard Rodriguez
are both planning to go to Boston to
study jazz at the Berkeley School of
Music. Jeff Jacobs is also planning
to leave after this semester, and will
probably transfer to either the
University of Illinois or the Univer
sity of Indiana.

Eleven UOP students were
chosen to perform for Duncan, after
which he made helpful suggestions
for improvement. Those singing for
Duncan were:
Mark Ziemann,
Baritone; Laura Pallas, soprano;
Joslyn King, mezzo; Kenneth Brewer,
baritone; Nancy Blaylock, soprano;
Nancy Long, soprano; and Gerald
McMillan, tenor. The observers were
amazed as Duncan helped to trans
form good singers into better
singers.
I knew the weekend would be
special, as I accompanied Miss
Elizabeth Spelts, professor of voice at
UOP, to San Francisco to join the
renowned singer. On our journey to
Stockton, I very emotionally listened
as Spelts and Duncan talked of old
times and good singing practices.

The band seems to have plenty of
songs to play if one wishes to hire
them for a party. Their rate is $120.
per hour, which is fairly inexpensive,
considering there are six members in
the band.
If you want to see a good band
that will make your mind reel, go see
Forecast in the Rathskellar tomorrow
night, or catch them in the Center
during some lunch hour.
It is
definitely an enlightening experience.

Duncan proved to be very
knowledgeable of current politics, but
refused to mix politics with the ar
tistic value of music. His strongest
message to the singers was "to sing
from the heart." This "singing from
the heart" added a meaning to the
music that left the observers in awe,
Duncan's honest approach to singing
explains his success as a performer.
Part of the musical experience at
UOP is the Conservatory of Music's
student recitals. Next week, four
UOP students will present senior
recitals. On March 23, Linda Chin
and Mark Ferguson will present a
duo recital in voice. Linda and Mark
are both seniors majoring in music
education. On Saturday, March 27,
two College of the Pacific music
majors will present a duo voice and
piano recital; Tami Borchers, voice
and Diana Tims, piano.
These student recitals will
feature works by many major com
posers. All student recitals are free to
the public, and will start at 8:15 pi
in the Conservatory.

HONEY TREAT

Entertainment Edit"

Getting Out a
Norman,
»s
uninhibited view of a
prison life and the a
following her release, o
weekend and will run thi
Saturday
Performance
anf ; Saturday begin at »
the Studio Theatre on s<
pus.
„
Set in the present, G
is a psychological dram
with a young girl's trials
her release from a co
facility. Intertwined w
backs of her childhood £
days Arlene (effectively
by both Lisa Torrez as p
Arlene and Kim E. Jc
Arlie of her disruptive
temps to cope with her i
freedom while avoi<
^problems of her past.
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FRESH FROZEN YOGURT
THE HEALTH TREAT

4 to 5 Flavors Daily

Coor does more than just brew beer
from the High Country. We listen,
too. On your campus, you'll find a
Coors Representative. Her name is
Bobi Bloom and she's there to help you
plan your organization's holiday func
tion. She can explain how your group
can earn big prizes in various Cbors
college campaigns. She's the one to
see about involvement with your
club's intramural teams. And she's not

FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Orange Delight

a corporation. She's a fellow student
....someone you can work with.
She's Bobi Bloom, your High Country
connection on campus. Call her
at 948-9400 or 957-7636.
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HONEY BASED PIES
IMPORTED COFFEE
HERB TEAS

VISIT OUR HONEY TREAT LOCATIONS (5)
4343 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA
next to UOP

8037 West Lane, Stockton, CA
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Free Carob or Nut Topping

FREE SAMPLES
At the New

HONEY TREAT

Coors isn't just a beer company,
it's someone you can talk to.
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Review by_ Dean Starnes

Drama at its finest
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with UOP's 'Getting Out'
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By Mike Bross

Director Alan Cook has the
play jumping out and grasping the
audience from the opening scene.
It's an emotional rollercoaster ride
with so many highs and lows that
the audience leaves the theatre
literally exhausted.
The acting is top-notch.
Torrez and Johnson give inspired,
realistic performances. Stratton,
as Carl, has the strut down as a
pushy, street-wise pimp, and plays
his part to the hilt—maybe a bit
overboard.
Also worth men
tioning is a strong performance by
Doug Brennan as Bennie, a
generally nice ex-prison guard,
who wishes to give Arlene a hand
through her transition period.
UOP's drama department
consistently puts out good well
put-together shows. Getting Out is
the best I've seen this year. It
combines fine acting with sound
directing and an emotion-filled,
tension-evoling script.

Entertainment Editor

Getting Out , by Marsha
Norman, is a
brash and
uninhibited view of a woman's
prison life and the aftermath
following her release, opened last
weekend and will run through this
Satindnv
Performances Fridav
anc Saturday begin at 8 p.m. in
the Studio T heatre on south cam
pus.
Set in the present, Getting Out
is a psychological drama dealing
with a young girl's trials following
her release from a correctional
facility. Intertwined with flash
backs of her childhood and prison
days Arlene (effectively portrayed
by both Lisa Torrez as present-day
Arlene and Kim E. Johnson as
Arlie of her disruptive past) attemps to cope with her new found
freedom while avoiding the
[^problems of her past.

Mellow guitar music
from a 'Rising Star'
By Gordon Spielberg

Lawyer's Assistant
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A reoresentative of the Universdy
nf San Dieeo. and the National Center

^^IHTParalegal Training s
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM

will be on campus
Wednesday,
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Everv
Every Saturday nioht
night th#>
the weekly
murder rate peaks; it also peaks twice
a year during the months of Decem
ber and July.
More Americans were murdered
from 1970 through 1974 than were
killed in the Vietnam war.
Can you name the seven
American towns that still have street
cars? Boston, Pittsburgh, Philadel
phia, Newark, New Orleans, San
Francisco, and Shaker Heights, Ohio.

Zsa Zsa Gabor admits that none
of her husbands ever proposed to her,
she proposed to each of them.
An estimate of 15,000 racially
mixed babies were left behind by the
American soldiers in Vietnam.
There exist a few South Sea
islands and some tribal colonies in the
mountains of India where nobody has
ever been known to commit suicide.
A weight gain of 3.7 pounds
within three months after quitting
smoking is the national average.
In July, 1978, it was estimated
that the average American, by his or
her 18th birthday, has watched the
equivalent of 710 solid days (17,040
hours) of TV, seen 350,000 commer
cials and more than 15,000 TV mur
ders.
The highest recorded mileage for
a car is 1,184,880 miles by August
1978 for a 1957 Mercedes 180D.
Did you know that this country's
overall aspirin prescription calls for
37 tons a day?
Brooke Shields was reportedly
paid $250,000 for one minute of film
by a Japanese TV commercial film
maker in 1979.
The loudest rock concert ever

rpnnrtAH
r^\ iA__
n at Charlton
reported woe
was Th«
The u/k
Who,
Athletic Football Ground in London.
It had a total power of 76,000 watts
from eighty W Crown DC 300 A am
plifiers, and twenty 600 W Phase Linear
200's. Readings taken 164 feet from
the front of the sound system were
120 decibels (exposure to such noise
levels causes PSH—Permanent Shift
of Hearing or partial deafness.)

The country with thfc most divor
ces is the U.S. with a total of
1,170,000 in 1979— a rate of 50.49
percent of the current annual total of
marriages.
A snail can cover 23 inches in
one hour, steadily. When it's frantic
it can zip along over three inches a
minute—but only for a while, it has
to slow down to rest.
The most valuable narcotics
seizure was made Feb. 20, 1981 in
Miami, Fla., when 826 pounds of
processed cocaine was seized and two
men arrested.
It's against the law in France to
chop down any tree more than 30
years old without government con
sent.
The lowest income tax is paid by
citizens of Bahrain, Kuwait and
Qatar, where the rate, regardless of
income, is zero.
It is said that the time of day
when a strong drink will hit you the
hardest is noon.
Breakfast is the meal which lets
you put away the most calories with
the least weight gain.
In 1976, the most popular tattoo
was the Social Security number.
Political campaigners who shake
hands too much also can come down

Kelly Libourel
Allan Zolezzi
Proprietors
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has come back for revenge on some
locals due to a past unsettled score.
Seems logical enough! The characters
are the young man with the problems;
the helpless, persecuted blond girl;
the disbelieving, weak mother; the
save-the-day father who finally learns
the truth; the heroine's mean, villain
father; the local weird character who
"knows about these things" (usually
an old man, I call him the "creepy
clued-in character"); and the kindly
old doctor. These are played by Ronny cox, Bibi Besch, Paul Clemens,
Don Gordon, R.G. Armstrong, Kitty
Moffat, and others, respectively.
There is also the local sheriff and
policeman who discover all the
bodies, and not one but two of what I
call "pet mascots" (see my review of
The Boogens), both dogs, but one
sets ripped up at the start of the film.
Director Mora needs to go back to
film school, although he uses
Panavision composition well. But the
shots are too short, especially in in
terior scenes, with too many closeups.
Probably the editor's fault also, this
gives the film a jumpy, kinetic arti
ficial rhythm that is irritating. Then
he offsets this with too many illogical
directorial choices, such as lingering
on a skull for no reason, which is
kind of corny. The quick takes reveal

poor continuity, for example, faces in
a closeup shot will suddenly change
position when Mora cuts to a long
shot. This is a sign of low budget; no
doubt all the bucks went for the
blood.
The humor in the film is uneven.
At times it is subtle and corny (in a
hospital hallway, "Dr. Van Helsing"
of Dracula fame is summoned by a
nurse). Othertimes it is often broad
and nonsensical (a man kneads raw
hamburger and ketchup with his
hands shortly before his messy deathsome kind of crude foreshadowing?).
In the sequence where the dog's
discovery of a hand leads to a mass
digging for bodies, one of the work
men asks the father, "Can you give
us a hand here?" And my favorite is
an ironic game of hide-and-seek in a
mortuary.
I don't recommend this film. I
found the nearby exit sign that cast a
distracting light on the movie screen
more interesting. My current "best
risk" recommendations are:
everything at the Regency Cinemas
and Shoot the Moon. Stay away
from: everything at the Festival
(unless you like Richard Pryor); The
Amateur, Sharkey's Machine, and all
the drive-ins. What a sad movie lot
this is, Stockton.

The Who play loud; children grow when
asleep, other little known, but important facts

This was one of the first music
shows done in the UC Theatre. The
sound isn't too bad, but there seems
to be an echo problem.- Once the
people were inside though, they
helped to dampen the echo effect,
even though not many attended.
It's too bad that the audience
wasn't larger, although this could be
blamed on inadequate publicity.
Overall, Dave Binder is very
good at what he does, and if the
chance comes to see and hear him
again, I would definitely recommend
everyone to go.

A College Degree
and no plons

if»r*
AVB>

Guitarist Dave Binder played for
a sparse University Center crowd last
Monday night as part of ASUOP's
Catch A Rising Star program, which
will continue for the next couple of
weeks. This program is designed to
promote up-and-coming stars: Bin
der was a good first choice.
Binder is 25 and holds a B.A. in
m"sic from the Lowell School of
Music in Massachusetts. He has been
Playing guitar since the age of seven,
which is evident in his music.
When asked about his style, he
^ponded that he liked to play a mix
of everything—especially sing-along
Music. This, coupled with his easy
going style with the audience, proved
t0 make a worthwhile show.
He loosened up with two James
Taylor songs, "Something in the Way
She Moves," and "The Secret of

People sometimes ask me how I
choose the movies I review. My
choice is limited by several factors,
the first being how long the film will
be playing. I call the theatres each
week, and to the best of my ability try
to find out if a film will be playing af
ter The Pacifican is published that
week. Then with my "reviewable film
choices," I try to choose one that
might have any kind of interest to a
college crowd, and one that I might
like to see and could get to without a
car.
This means I sometimes have to
sit through a film I ordinarily
wouldn't consider seeing. If you read
this column regularly, you know that
this is sometimes a good thing. Un
fortunately, this week was not. I want
ed to review Evil Under the Sun, but
instead had to go with a basically
generic scare film called The Beast
Within. I thought I had learned my
lesson about reviewing horror films
with The Boogens. (Besides, most of
them take place at night, and I can't
see to take notes!)
"Warning: This film contains
scenes of graphic and violent
horror," blares the ads, in letters

larger than the film's own title. In
trying to sell the film on its gore
alone, this clever ad campaign isn't
beating around the bush. And it
works: crowds have been good,
although I was surprised at the num
ber of children (ages 5 and up) in the
audience. There is plenty of gore
(although I think Dawn of the Dead
still takes the prize) but blood does
not a good scary movie make.
Nothing else makes this film
good either. Certainly not the stupid
script by Tom Holland, or the messy
makeup designs by Tom Burman,
which include a transformation into a
monster that is definitely a yawner if
you've seen The Howling or An
American Werewolf in London. I
found the fright value of the film to
be nil, although you will probably be
startled by ripped-up bodies, a
decapitation, a mangled dog, a neck
being torn open by teeth, a bursting
open wound, and a dog digging up a
human hand, to the dismay of a
couple making out in a nearby forest.
There, you gore-mongers finally
found what you started reading this
article for!
The story concerns a young Tim
Hutton look-alike who seems to have
the soul of a beast inside him (his
mother was raped by a monster) who

A tasteof trivia by Chery[ L Darby

Life." Then he played something
from his own album, a tune called
"Marianne."
Binder has a good style. He
sounds much like James Taylor or
Jackson Browne on slower songs.
Hi a vocals reminded me of Seals and
Crofts and Dan Fogelberg. The guy
plays good, mellow tunes.

Staff Writer

/it

You're better off without 'Beast'
The Beast Within
Directed by Philippe Mora
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952-5683

Venetian Bridges
10% off with Coupon

VT"

with that ailment known as tennis
elbow.
Children grow more while
they're asleep than while they're
awake.
The atom bomb dropped on
Hiroshima was physically 10 feet
long, 28 feet around and weighed
9,000 pounds.
Adolf Hitler was so attached to

the number seven in his numerology
superstitions that he was known to
schedule several of his biggest
military attacks on the seventh day of
the month.
There were six guillotinings in
the 1970s.
Some anthropologists seriously
believe that the most advanced people
in the world are people whose teeth
are the smallest.

Enhance Your Environment.
PLANT A TREE FOR...

for info on tree-planting teams;
contact Alumni Officei946-2391:
DONATION: $10.— PER TREE

sponsored by StudentAlumniCouncil
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APPLY FOR AN
ASUOP
DIRECTORSHIP
Academic Affairs * Cinema
Forum * Grocery Store
Loan Store * Publicity * Social
Student Host • Travel
& Yearbook Editor
Applications at ASUOP Office
Due March 26 5:00 p.m. sharp
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SPOR TS
Baseball
travels
to
Reno
for
league
series
Karen's Comments
By Paul Vakay

Shortstop Jay Wagner advanced
Brzezinski to third as Wagner was
safe on an error. Third baseman Vic
Madden's _ ground ball scored
Brzezinski. After walks to first base
man Pat Macfarlane and outfielder,
Steve Green, designated hitter Mike
Dutra singled home Wagner. Center
fielder Dave Yahnian's sacrifice fly,
which allowed Macfarlane to come
home, ended the Tiger scoring.
Although Pacific could not hold
the lead and let Fullerton tie the game
after four innings, the Tigers came
back with three runs in the seventh
inning to go ahead, 7-4.
Wagner's two-run home run was
the key blow that inning as eight
Tigers came to the plate.
However, UOP pitching could
not contain the Titans as Fullerton
tied the game at seven and won it in
the ninth inning, 8-7.
Brzezinski, Wagner and Dutra
were offensive standouts.
Greg Unger, in relief of Ron
DuHamel, was the losing pitcher.

Staff Writer

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Baseball; the red,white and blue
Baseball, hot dogs, apple pie (and Chevrolet)...the Ail-American
way. From singing the national anthem, to peanuts and beer, to the
seventh-inning stretch, baseball has been an American way of life. The
heroes of yester-year: Babe Ruth, Hank Aaron, Sandy Koufax, etc.,
starred on bubble gum trading cards. Now the likes of Pete Rose, Steve
Garvey and Fernando Valenzuela are the stuff dreams are made of, and
controversy feeds on.
As evidenced by the Peanuts cartoon strips, baseball is an early
means of social inclusion for children (though Little League can become
"too professional," depriving them of the enjoyment of the sport).
Baseball has been of tremendous entertainment value to fans of all
ages, with the exception of last summer. Poor Abner Doubleday—he
probably never would have thought that there'd be any kind of baseball
strike other than those thrown over the plate. Oh yes, "the strike": the
event that hampered American's summers more than the release of Jaws.

Now the likes of Pete Rose, Steve Gar
vey and Fernando Valenzuela are the
stuff dreams are made of and con
troversy feeds on.

Another case of public suffering via big money. Following a split
season, the Los Angeles Dodgers claimed the world title, and history
recorded one of the most unusual baseball seasons in recent years.
Now, after a brief respite, the cracking of bats can be heard in the
crisp stillness of spring air (in the regions of the country where most
training camps are, spring weather is more prevalent than in beautiful
Stockton) and respective stores are stocking up on their supplies of seeds
and "chew."
With "The Season After" (after the strike, that is) busying itself
with spring camp, some UOP alums are part of the ball-hurling, batwielding, tobacco-chewing entrepreneurs. (Entrepreneurs, because of
ihe greedy salary-seeking attitude that seems to be as common to a
baseball player's apparel as pinstripes...i.e. Fernando Valenzuela).

...some UOP alums are part of the ballhurling, bat-wielding, tobacco-chewing
entrepreneurs
Over the past 18 years
the pros have drafted 16 Tiger players.

After taking a week off from
league play, Pacific will be in Nevada
this weekend to play league for
University of Nevada-Reno in a single
game tomorrow and a double header
Sunday.
The Reno Wolfpack, last year's
NCBA runner-up, is 9-10 overall and
5-9 in conference play. UOP is 9-13
overall with a 6-7 league record.
After defeating Sacramento
State last Tuesday, 3-1, on Dan Lindquists's three-hitter, the Tigers
traveled to Cal-State Fullerton last
weekend, where they dropped a pair
to the Titans, 8-7 and 8-0.
The talented Fullerton squad,
who were ranked number one in a
pre-season poll, had trouble with the
Tigers in the first game.
In that game, UOP jumped to a
3-0 first inning lead. Lead-off bat
ter and second baseman Rob Brzezinski singled and stole second base.

Over the past 18 years, the pros have drafted 16 Tiger players.
Senior forward Matt Waldron concluded the 1981-82 season by
taking Most Valuable Player honors at the basketball awards banquet
this week.
Waldron, the Tigers' No. 6 all-time scorer, finished the season as
top scorer (20.2 ppg) and rebounder (7.4 rpg). He was named second
team All-PCAA and won honorable mention All-America accolades
from the Associated Press.
Waldron also won the Outstanding Achievement Award for closing
out his career among the all-time leaders in rebounding and assits, in ad
dition to scoring.
Other double winners were Rick Paulsen, who took home honors as
team captain and Most Inspirational; Norm Edwards, named Mr.
Team" (along with Graham Taylor) and recipient of the Senior
Academic Award, Steve Howard, Highest Free Throw Percentage, and
Most Improved, and PCAA Scholar Athlete; and John Leidenheimer,
"Ball Award" (for tenacity and courage) and Best Defensive Player
(along with Laurence Held).
The outstanding defensive player award, which was shared by
Leidenheimer and Held, is new this year. It is dedicated to Chris Bush,
the former director of business services at the university, who died last
August. He was a driving force beind the Spanos Center.

For Lady Tiger basketball, sophomore Joy Dana was named to the
Second All-NorCal.

Mark Cipres relieved Unger in
the first inning and finished the game.
Offensively, the Tigers only managed
two hits in the 8-0 loss.
Sunday's contest was cancelled
due to rain.
Head Coach John Picone con
ceded that pitching wasn't up to par
against
Fullerton,
but
also
acknowledged that the offense, at
least in the first game, kept them in
the contest.
"We hit the ball very well in the
first game against their number one
pitcher," Picone said.
.
He went on to admit how losing
that first game, when up by three runs
on two different occasions, made for
an emotional let-down.
"Losing the game the way we did
really took it out of us," he said.
With the Fullerton series history

behind them, Picone has his sights
set
on Reno.
Picone thinks highly 0f «.
Wolfpack and admits, "Personally
they were my pre-season pick to
win
the conference.
With 50 to 60 boosters travelin
to Reno, Picone predicts a good series
and says his team is "always tough
up
there."
The Wolfpack, who had a tea®
batting average of .331 last year, ^
five or six starters returning from'tha
offensively strong team.
Current overall statistics f0r
UOP show Maciarlane and Madden
leading the team in batting average at
.309 and .301 respectively.
They each have 25 hits, while
Mac f arlane leads the team in doubles
with six. Madden has seven home
runs and 15 RBI's to lead the team.
Last week's player-of-the-weelt
was Lindquist with his three-hit pit.
ching performance over Sac State. He
leads the pitching staff in low earned
run average at 2.84.

Men's tennis finish week 1-2; women rained out
By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

The men's tennis team com
pleted three matches early last week,
finishing 1-2 on the week.
The Tigers faced Dominguez
Hills last Friday and emerged vic
torious, 6-3.
Leading the men netters were
freshman Mike DeVries and Scott
Zehner. Both played "tough and
consistent" matches for their in
dividual victories, according to
Coach Tom Jones.

The women's tennis team returned
home this week following a
disappointing ninth-place finish at
the Sacramento State Invitational
Tournament.

HOP pitctie*" Shelly
Nevada-Reno runner.

Team tenni

The netters were led by Annette
Ward, who was returning to her first
big match play since injuring herself
earlier this season.
Ward, playing in the numberthree singles bracket, was able to ad
vance into the semi-finals. This was a
big accomplishment for Ward after
coming off an injury, because she
usually plays at the number four
singles position.

"Annette played really well, and
in another week she should be back
into top form and continue to play
even better tennis for us than last
On Saturday, DeVries and weekend," remarked Coach Gordon
Zehner once again led the Tigers with Graham.
Graham also cited Lynda Woo
impressive victories. However, the
team was not as fortunate, and lost a for her exciting match play in the
tough 6-3 decision to league foe number-two singles bracket. Woo
Fresno State in the Tiger's first league was able to advance to the quarter
finals before finally bowing out.
match.
The other Tiger win for the day
Despite a 6-3, 6-2 loss to the
was recorded at the number-three
doubles position when DeVries and eventual number-one doubles team
Alex Stamey teamed to defeat their champions from Hawaii, Ward and
Woo teamed to advance to the semi
Fresno State opponent in three sets.
On Tuesday, in a rainshortened i finals of their doubles bracket.
"The tourney was a disappoint
match, the Tigers came up on the
short end of a 5-1 decision to the ment for us. We really believed, and
I still do, that we had the talent to
Idaho Vandals.
finish in the top three, if not win it
Jones cited Elliott Dun's play at outright," explained Graham.
the number one singles as the most
Graham also added, "The
noteworthy of the afternoon. Dun
season
has been going well for us, and
defeated his Vandal opponent, who is
rated as the number-one player in his we will take the Sacramento tourney
and build up from there."
native country of Malaysia.
Last Tuesday the women netters
"DeVries and Zehner have been were behind the University of Idaho
playing very steady at the four and six 2-1 when the match was halted by
positions in our last few weeks of rain.
matches, and they keep getting
The Tigers looked as though they
stronger," commented Jones.
The men netters will be home to were on their way to an apparent vic
face Southern Oregon State College tory when singles competition was
this Tuesday at Oak Park in a 2 p.m. halted, with four of the Tigers ahead
when the heavy rains began to fall.
match.
The team is looking to get back
on the winning track on Monday
when they will face the University of
Oregon at 2 p.m. on the UOP courts.

Women's tennis

This spring finds 1967 UOP grad catcher Joe Ferguson with the Los
Angeles Dodgers; 1978 grad pitcher Syd Church is in Yuma, Ariz, with
the San Diego Padres; 1980 grad catcher Walt Poole is working out with
the Detroit Tigers; and 1981 saw pitcher Rob Schilling and first baseman
Pat Tobin sign with the Chicago Cubs
Another UOP graduate, Tom Jones (1976) is currently a manager
with the (cough, cough) San Francisco Giants.

Unger fared no better in the
second game as he coul not ge
Titan out in Fullerton's eight-run first

On Thursday the netters will
travel to Bakersfield for the
Roadrunner Classic to continue
through Saturday.
Participating
teams include Bakersfield State,
Hawaii, San Francisco State, and US
International.

By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

Tomorrow night wil
inauguration of the first am

team tennis match versu
state-

U
I
The event, to u
be hel
Spanos Center beginning a
will see four members of
men's and women's tea
peting.
i The format for the mat
that of the now-defunct Wt
Tennis League.
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being determined by thi
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UOP No. 1 player Elliott Dun returns a volley during practice.
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ROSE PHARMACY
Costume Rentals for all occasions
sales of theatrical make-up
and costume accessories
1926 Pacific Ave. Stockton, 466-8901
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OF STOCKTON

• PLUSH ANIMALS
• CRAFT & DECORATING
• SUPPLIES
• CANDY

• HALLMARK CARDS
• STATIONERY
• PARTY SUPPLIES
• GIFTS
2 blocks south of campus

free gift wrap and delivery

CETAN EDUCATION
m„ MONEY CAN'T BUY.
PLUS $15,200 FOR COLLEGE.
Join the Army for two years. Because not only is
t e Army one place where you'll mature in a hurry, itsa
great place to get a lot of money for college fast, too.
You see, if you participate in the Army's college
financial assistance program, the money you save for college
ls m,aI;-c ,d two-for-one by the government. Then, if YoU
qualify the Army will add up to $8,000 on top of that.
"tats $15,200 in just two years. For more information
call your college recruiter.

ARMYBE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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CALL: (209) 951-3510
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SPOR TS
Softball splits doubleheader with Reno
hit.

By Laura Kuhn
Staff Writer

The Lady Tiger softball team
lost its first league game 2-1 in a
tough extra-inning battle against
Fresno State last week.
The Tigers never put together a
consistent enough hitting attack
against Fresno State pitcher Wendy
Ward. UOP collected a total of eight
hits, while Fresno managed only'
seven hits off losing UOP pitcher
Theresa Flores.
The game was scoreless until the
sixth inning when UOP centerfielder
Jannae Lambdin doubled and later
scored on catcher Ana Ulloa's base
hit.
Fresno State came back in the
seventh inning when the UOP defense
lapsed and committed three con
secutive errors.
The game remained 1-1 until the
ninth inning when Tiger hurler Flores
walked Fresno's lead-off batter, who
later scored the winning run on a base

OOP pitcher Shelly Allmendinger throws to first base to
Nevada-Reno runner.

Powell to

Besides Lambdin and Ulloa, the
leading Tiger hitters were sisters Barby and Becky Suttmann. Barby went
three for five and Becky went two for
five.
The second game against Fresno
State was called due to darkness.
Coach Cindy Reynolds was
disappointed with the loss.
"We
shouldn't have lost. They didn't beat
us, we beat ourselves," she said.
Reynolds acknowledged that the
team's youth may have been a factor.
"They're a young team. Maybe they
have to lose a few to really know how
good it feels to win."
Last Saturday UOP split a
doubleheader against the University
of Nevada at Reno. The Tigers lost
the first game 2-0, but came back to
win the second 3-0.
Reno's runs were scored off
UOP starting pitcher Robin Steman
in the fourth and fifth innings on
walks that were followed by base hits.
Shelly Allmendinger relieved Steman

Soccer season
best ever
for women

out

Team tennis event features UOP, Fresno
By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

Tomorrow night will be the
nauguration of the first annual Tiger
;eam tennis match versus Fresno
State.
The event, to be held at the
Spanos Center beginning at 7 p.m.,
•ill see four members of both the
jen's and women's teams comseting.
The format for the match will be
hat of the now-defunct World Team
lennis League.
There will be five one-set
ratches with a regular six-game set
being played with individual winners
being determined by the most games
»on. However, the team score will be
added up by the set scores. For each
game won in a set the team scores one
point. The team which wins the most
ames throughout the match will win.
"This should be really fun for
as. A team can lose or tie every set
and win one set 5-1, and win the en
tire match. So every game is impor
tant," commented sophomore team
member Karen Hedlund.
Another important aspect of the
exhibition match is that audience par
ticipation is greatly encouraged.
"We want the Tiger tennis fans
to come out and really get involved
"ith the match, vocally," remarked
Women's Coach Gordon Graham.

The audience will be permitted to
yell and chant, as they would in a
football or basketball game,
throughout the match.
The order of events for the night
will be women's singles, men's
doubles, mixed doubles, men's
singles, and women's doubles.
If a tie should occur in the team
score after the completion of all
regulation matches, a special tie
breaker will be played among the
teams on the courts at the time.
The match promises to be an ex
citing one. The Tigers will be out to
have their talented women's team off
set the very strong Bulldog's men's
team.
Match-ups for tomorrow night's
competition
include
UOP's
sophomore Eve Zimmerman, facing
Fresno's Patti Hofer. Lynda Woo
and Annette Ward will team for the
Tigers to face Holly Heath and Bon
nie Hippensteil in the women's
doubles.
In the men's competition,
freshman Elliott Dun will face either
Jeff Jacklich or Frank Apecechea for
the Bulldogs in the singles. Rounding
out the rest of the Tiger team will be
Peter Munroe and Scott Zehner in the
men's doubles. The mixed doubles
will be played by UOP's Linda
Treloar and Brian Nakashima, who
will be taking on Fresno's Raul
Roybal and Vickie Stewart.

•luring practice.

"The match should be a very
tight and exciting one, with the
audience possibly determining the out
come of the entire match," explained
Men's Coach Tom Jones.
As an extra bonus for the
audience, there will be a competition
to see which living group can bring
the most people to the match and
which living group is the most vocal
during the match. The winner of
the competition will receive a keg
which will be awarded by the team
and co-sponsor Hump's Bar and
Grill.
Other activities for the evening
include a half-time serving contest by
various audience members chosen at
random.
Various Adidas-brand
prizes will be presented to winners in
the serving contest.
Hump's is also offering a gettogether for those interested in
meeting players from both teams af
ter the match. A ten percent discount
will be offered on all food for anyone
showing proof of attendance at the
match that night.
Admission for what promises to
be a fun-filled evening is free for all
ASUOP card-holders.
At Stanford, the team tennis
event has been a major success for the
past few years. Though the Tigers are
not quite the national caliber of the
Cardinals, the match-up can prove to
be just as exciting.

An informational
meeting will be given at the
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U. C. CONFERENCE
ROOM AT 8:30 P.M.
THURSDAY, MARCH 2

UOP's Kathy Pelkan (center) battles with two San Francisco
players and a wet field.
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DATE:

TUESDAY, MARCH 1 6 , 1 9 8 2

TIME:

1: 3 0 p . m . TO 3 . 3 0 p . m .

PLACE:

UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE CENTER
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For more info

TO SURPRISE
YOU WITH AN
Tom Burdenski 946-237
EXPERIENCE
EdwinaWorden 463-506
OF LIFE WHICH
Glenn Barney 943-168
WILL RADICALLY
Walter Wiebelhaus 943-1 687
ENHANCE YOUR
Peggy Lynch 464-051
ABILITY TO HANDLE
EVERYTHING ELSE
Office
Trai(40l) 358-3669 IN YOUR LIFE.
ta,k to:

„ „ -i-inn

Scott Johnson 944-7702

The women's soccer team,
currently 2-7 in league competition
(4-7 overall), are having its best
season in its 3-year history.
February 26 all time leading
scorer, freshman Meg Lawhead
tallied up another four goal game as
UOP thrashed St. Mary's 6-0 for its
first league victory and its first shut
out ever.
Sophomore Debbie
O'Sullivan, who also plays the goalie
position, scored the other two goals.
Her second goal, coming from a
beautiful cross from freshman Sherry
Edmundson, was cracked into the
back of the net by a half-volley, first
time shot.
"Assists play an important role
in the game of soccer," says Coach
Geoff Smyth, "and deserves just as
much credit as the goal scorer."
After a day's rest the lady Tigers
played Sonoma State on • the
following Sunday and were given a
shut-out of their own to take back to
Stockton, as they lost 5-0.
In proceeding games, UOP fell to
Humboldt State 3-0 and Berkeley 4-1
before beating Santa Cruz 6-1.
The Berkeley game was full of
excitement.
"The competitiveness was there
but the field was so flooded that con
trolling the ball was impossible," says
Smyth
"We actually won the
game,(UOP outshot Berkeley 5-2),
but lost on the scoreboard."
Lawhead scored the only goal
and freshman Dana Donahue had a
close shot on goal that rebounded off
the post.
Four Tiger players scored against
Santa Cruz, highlighted by Edmundson's hat trick (3 goals) and one
assist. Senior co-captain Jan MacDonald scored her first goal of the
year as well as did sophomore Laurie
Gold. Lawhead ran up her total to
nine goals in 8 league games.
Thursday the Lady Tigers fell to
San Francisco State 2-1 on UOP's
Brookside Field, parts of which were
submerged in four inches of water.
The game was marred by the poor
field condition, occasional showers,
and cold temperatures.
Sunday UOP travels to Chico to
face the always-tough Chico State
team at 1 p.m.

•NUTS

with a talk by
Brad Brown, Ph. D.,
M. Div., entitled

"HOW TO BE PERFECT
WHEN YOU'RE NOT."

in the sixth, and held Reno scoreless
for the last two innings.
UOP could manage only three
hits in the first game. Lambdin,
Flores and Barby Suttmann each
singled.
The Tigers won the second game
on only three hits. The leading hitter
for UOP was Barby Suttmann, who
singled twice.
The Lady Tiger's overall record
now stands at 9-5. Last Tuesday's
game against Chico State was rained
out and will probably be rescheduled
later.
UOP plays at Santa Clara
tomorrow, and faces Portland State
at Lodi on Sunday afternoon at 1:30
p.m.
Barby Suttmann leads the Lady
Tigers with a .395 batting average, in
cluding 19 hits and nine runs. She's
followed by Lambdin at .385 avg.,
and has six stolen bases. Laura Stubbs
leads in homeruns with two, doubles
with two and RBI's with eight.
Flores leads the pitching stats
with a 0.15 earned run average.

Further information available:
MS. CLAUDIA SCHWARTZ
CAREER PLANNING 8
PLACFMFNT CENTER

McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

).D. DEGREE (Full-Time, Part-Time, Accelerated Evening Divisions) —
]OINT DEGREE PROGRAM — MASTER OF LAWS (Taxation, Business & Taxa
tion) — INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS —•-.ACCREDITED: AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION — MEMBER: ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS

Intramurals
The first annual intramural darts
tournament was held last week. It
was run by double elimination, and
Ron DuHamel was the champion.
Second runner up was taken by Kurt
Heinrich. The U.C. game room was
the site of this successful and en
joyable event.
West Lane Bowl will host the in
tramural bowling tournament this
Sunday, starting at 1 pm. Com
petition is in mixed doubles, and each
twosome will battle for an I.M. tshirt. Entries close today at noon.
Softball entries have closed, and
play begins on Monday, March 22 at
3:30 p.m.
More games will be
scheduled once the evenings stay
brighter longer. Men's and women's
leagues play Monday through Friday.
Co-ed teams will play on Fridays.
Entries for the annual Rabbit Run
start Monday, March 22. There will
be a race for both men and women,
and each will run on a set course,
Wednesday, March 31.
The Coors Campus Festival is
now being planned, and it's sure to be
a fun afternoon on Saturday, April
24. The "playday" format will
provide games, challenges and ob
stacles for all.

